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The purpose of this book is to introduce a new approach to an 
extensive class of decision problems. Of the problems we have in mind, 
a large number refer to inventories, productions and replacements. It 
appears that problems of this type can be formulated as stochastic 00 -
stage decision problems. 
In CHAPTER 1 of PART I common characteristics of a number of 
decision-situations are investigated. The insight gained into the 
structure of decision mechanisms is used for attributing basic pro-
perties to a common mathematical model. In each situation we have a 
physical system of which the state can be represented by a point of 
an N-dimensional Cartesian space X. The space Xis called the state 
space. 
Moreover, we observe that there is a random change in the state of 
the system. In case no decisions are made, this evolution is called 
the natural process. In the mathematical model natural processes are 
defined by means of stationary strong Markov processes in X. In ad-
dition to this it is assumed that almost all sample functions of the 
natural process are continuous from the right in the time variable t 
and have in each finite time interval only a finite number of dis-
continuities. For the definitions of these concepts the reader is re-
ferred to chapter 1 in part II. 
Oviously, reflections on losses and gains play a prominent part in 
the determination of a decision. It is no restriction to assume that 
only losses occur. In general two types of losses are distinguished. 
First, losses of which the extent changes continuously in the course 
of time (e.g. interest) and secondly, losses which have in- and de-
crements at discrete points of time (e.g. sales and costs of repair). 
These costs are defined in such a way that for each time interval 
they are completely fixed by the walk of the system (cf. section 2 
in chapter 1 of part II). It will be clear that the decisionmaker, 
who is in charge, wants to prevent, or at least wants to make impro-
lV 
bable, the most expensive excursions through the state space, 
By analysing physical decision situations we discover that decisions 
effect transitions in the state of the system, Moreover, it appears 
that in many situations decisions result in a random transition in 
the state of the system . For that reason decisions are defined ,by 
means of probability distributions on the states into which the sys-
tem may be transferred at the moment of the decision, It is convenient 
to assume that at each point of time a decision is made, In this stu-
dy, however, we make a distinction between interventions and null-
decisions. By a null-decision the system is "transferred" with pro-
bability 1 in its present state, Both intervention and null-decision 
are represented by a point d of a so called decision space D. 
It follows from the nature of many a decision problem that in some 
states certain decisions are not feasible. Consequently, to each 
state x ex a set of feasible decisions D(x) is assigned. 
The solution of the decision problem is given in the form of a stra-
tegy, Such a strategy dictates at each point of time a feasible de-
cision on the basis of the available information, 
Obviously, because of the extra transitions, the natural process is 
no longer appropriate to describe the behaviour of the system if a 
strategy is applied. We restrict ourselves to strategies which have 
the property that the evolution in the state of the system can still 
be described by means of a stochastic process. In case the dictated 
decisions also depend on states assumed in the past, these processes 
in general are not Markovian. 
In order to find out which strategy is the best one, we need a cri-
terion. In lemma 1.2 of chapter 1 in part I we prove that, if the 
criterion has a number of specified properties, if certain additional 
conditions are imposed on the class of strategies to be considered, 
and if an optimal strategy exists, then there is at least one optimal 
strategy, which assigns to each state x in X one and only one feas-
ible decision din D, In case these conditions are fulfilled it is no 
restriction to consider only strategies z which map the state space X 
into the decision space D. Such strategies are represented by func-
V 
tions d = z(x) and constitute the class z. Since we have only inter-
ventions and null-decisions the strategies z E Z divide the state space 
X into two disjunct sets, one denoted by Az, comprising states in 
which always interventions are made, the other consisting of the 
states in which always null-decisions are dictated. 
In chapter 2 of part II, under rather weak conditions, we prove that, 
if a strategy z E Z is applied, the evolution in the state of the sys-
tem can still be described by means of a stationary strong Markov pro-
cess (theorem 3). This stochastic process is called the decision pro-
cess and is defined for each initial state x . 
In chapter 2 of part II, theorem 2, we demonstrate that a lmost surely 
a finite number of interventions are made in a finite time interval. 
That is the reason why decision problems o f thi s type can b e formul-
ated like stochastic = - s tage decision problems . 
In chapter 2 of part II, theorem 1, we prove that the seque nce of in-
1) 
tervention states, d e noted by 
(1) 
constitutes a stationary Markov proces s with a discrete time parame-
ter. 
We now come to the explicit form of our criterion for optimality. If 
w represents a realization of the decision process, let kT( w;z) de-
note the total loss incurred during the period [ o,T). In CHAPTER 2 of 
PART I, under certain conditions, it is proved that for almost all 
realizations w the limit 
lim 
T ➔ oo 
(2) 
exists. Note that this limit represents the mean costs per unit of 
time. In order to show that (2) can be expressed in a usable form we 
introduce the sequence of random states 
~t ·x · j ; j=O,l, ••• 
o' ' 
(3) 
1) Throughout this study random variables are underlined. 
VI 
which represents the states of the system at the times 
{jt
0
;j=0,1, ••• } if xis the initial state. 
Let us assume that this sequence constitutes a stationary Markov pro-
cess which satisfies the Doeblin condition ( [2], p,192). We further 
assume that with respect to the steady state probability distribution 
of (3) we have 
E{lk(u;t >I Ix}< 00 
- 0 
(4) 
where k(u;t) denotes the expected costs for the interval [o,t) if u 
0 0 
is the initial state. Then, by using known ergodic theorems, it is 
proved that for all ergodic initial states x we have almost surely 
lim 





where u obevs the steady state probapility distribution corresponding 
to x (cf. theorem 4 in chapter 2 of part II). If the initial state x 
is transient, then (2) almost surely depends on the first ergodic 
state assumed. Consequently, if xis transient, the mean costs per 
unit of time is as yet a random variable. On the set of all ergodic 






where~ obeys the steady state probability distribution corresponding 
to x. Note that the x-function r(z;x) is constant on the states of a 
simple ergodic set 
2
) and represents the mean costs per unit of time 
with probability 1, The domain of definition of the x-function r(z;x) 
is extended to the transient states and thus to X as a whole by ta-
king 
r(z;x) d~f E { r(z;~)I x}, (7) 
where u obeys the steady state probability distribution corresponding 
to x. 
2) We prefer the name simple ergodic set to ergodic set, because the latter 
can be mixed up with the set of all ergodic states, 
VII 
Note that, by (4), (5) and (6), the x-function r(z;x), representing 
the expected mean costs per unit of time, has now been defined for 
all initial states x. Obviously, the z-function r(z;x) is a good cri-
terion for optimality. 
In chapter 2 of part I it is also shown that there are two more ways 
to define the criterion function r(z;x). The third one will be discus-
sed now. To this end we consider the sequence (1) of intervention 
states in Az. Let us suppose that the Markov process (1) satisfies 
the Doeblin condition ([2], p.192). Let k(v;[A]) represent the ex-
z 
pected value of the costs incurred between two successive interven-
tions if the intervention state of the first one is v. Next let 
t(v;[A ]> represent the expected duration of the time interval be-
z 
tween these interventions. 
We now assume for each initial state x 





where~ obeys the steady state probability distribution of (1) cor-
responding to x. 
It is proved that, if xis an ergodic state of (1), we have 
E{ k ( v ; [ A ] ) I x } 
- z r(z;x) (10) 
where~ obeys the steady state probability distribution of (1) cor-
responding to x (cf. theorem 5 in chapter 2 of part I with C =A). 
z 
Obviously, we have for all x 
r (z ;x) = E {r (z ;~)I x } , (11) 
where~ obeys the steady state probability distribution corresponding 
to x. 
It can easily be verified that the functions k(u;[A ]) and t(u;[A ]) z z 
are determined by 
a) the decision d = z(u); 
b) the natural process; 
c) the set A . 
z 
VIII 
In chapter 2 we introduce (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d), which 
are determined by 
a) the decision d; 
b) the natural process; 
c) the non-empty intersection A
0 
n A. 
z E Z z 
Note that the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d) do not refer to any 
particular strategy z. In section 3 of chapter 2 (part I) we prove 
that for ergodic initial states x of (1) the x-function r(z;x) can 
also be defined by 
r(z;x) 
E {k(y;z(v)) x i 
E{t(~;z(~)) x 
(12) 
where~ obeys the steady state probability distribution corresponding 
to x. The domain of definition is extended to X by means of (11). This 
result implies that, if we want to compare different strategies by 
means of the criterion function r(z;x) we have to determine 
a) the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d) once for all; 
b) the steady state probability distributions of the processes 
(1) for each of strategies individually. 
The introduction of the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d) thus leads 
to a considerable simplification . 
We have already stated that the expected mean costs per unit of time 
r(z;x) is constant on a simple ergodic set of the decision process in 
X. In this chapter we also show that the effect of the initial state 
on the total expected loss is limited to a finite amount if only 
states of one simple ergodic set of the decision process in X are con-
sidered. 
An x-function c(z;x) is introduced which,in a sense, evaluates the 
initial state with respect to the total expected loss. The x-functions 










k(x;z(x)) - r(z;x)t(x;z(x)) + 






where PA (B;x;z) represents the probability distribution of the first 
future i~tervention state if xis the initial state. 
In order to be able to describe an important property of the optimal 
strategy we need a number of concepts which are defined now. 
* Let the mixed strategy (z )z mean that all but the first intervention 
* are made in accordance with strategy z; the first one conforms to z • 
* .... 





* * * E{k(!1 ;z (!1 )) - r((z )z;!1 )t(!1 ;z (!1 )) + c(z;!2 ) jx1 ;z*} . 
(16) 





z*c Z; 'r/ x cX r((z )z;x) inf r((;:)z;x) } . 
z £ z 
(17) 
In CHAPTER 3 of PART I we prove that if a strategy z
0 
satisfies for 
all x £ X 
c (z ;x) 
0 








Let the mixed strategy d.z mean that after the effectuation of de-
cision din the initial state decisions are made in accordance with 
strategy z. We define x-functions r(d.z;x) and c(d.z;x) by 
3) 1,/x £ X means: for all x £ X we have ..•• 
:Ix EX means: there exists at least one x E X such that •...• 
and 
X 
r(d.z;x) def E{r(z;x_) !ct} 
def 
c(d.z;x) k(x;d) - r(d.z;x)t(x;d) + 
+ E{c(z;x_) !ct} • 
(19) 
(20) 
where r obeys the probability distribution corresponding to d. 
The subset Dz(x) of D(x) in Dis defined by 
D (x) def {ctlct f. D(x); r(d;x) 
z 
min r(d'z;x) } 
d' E D(x) 
(21) 
Let the mixed strategy A.z interdict any intervention up to the mo-
ment that the system assumes a state in A for the first time. From 
that time onwards decisions are made in accordance with z. 
The x-functions r(A.z;x) and c(A.z;x) are defined by 
r(A.z;x) 
def 




E {c(z ;x_) I x;A} (23) 
where x_ obeys the probability distribution of the first state in A 
assumed. 
We further consider the class Kz of all closed sets A satisfying : 
1) A-:::,A 
0 
('\ A . 
Z E Z Z 1 
(24) 
2) A= {xjr(A.z;x)< r(z;x) } U{xir(A.z;x) = r(z;x);c(A.z;x)~ 
~ c(z;x) } 





In chapter 3 of part I we also prove that, if a strategy z satisfies 
0 




















In addition to this we consider two iteration procedures which may 
lead to an optimal strategy. The first one, called strategy improve-
ment routine I, has reference to (18), while the second one, the stra-
tegy improvement routine II, may solve (27) and (28) in an iterative 
way. It is proved that, under certain conditions, these procedures are 
effective. 
CHAPTER 4 in PART I contains a summary of th e new method. 
Moreover, this method is compared with some known methods in this 
field. In section 3 the Dynamic Programming approach of RICHARD BELL-
MAN is discussed, while section 4 is devoted to RONALD A. HOWARD's 
techniques. 
The new method is not a "ready-made" technique. Its final form depends 
heavily on the structure of the decision problem concerned. In PART III 
of M.C. TRACT No 3 we shall show that in several decision situations 
this approach leads to rather simple techniques. 
The purpose of PART II is to show that there are no objections of pro-
babilistic nature. We demonstrate that probability spaces can be con-
structed which cover all the requirements. Moreover, the strong Mar-
kov property of the decision process is proved in that part. 
Both BELLMAN ( [3], p.317 ff.) and HOWARD [4] have considered 
decision processes which are markovian. These processes pass under 
the name of MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES. The state spaces concerned 
consist of a finite number of states, while in addition to this al-
most all sample functions of the decision process are step functions. 
In this study, however, more general state spaces and decision pro-
cesses are treated. Therefore, this book comes out under the title of 
GENERALIZED MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES. 

CHAPTER 1 
The mathematical model 
1. State, evolution and natural process 
In physical decision problems the choice of a decision depends on 
the state of the physical system concerned, In a replacement problem 
e.g. the system may be a machine, while in an inventory problem the 
system is the inventory or the inventory and the quantities on order. 
The corresponding mathematical concepts will also be called "state" 
1) 
and "system"; they will have the following property: 
Property 1 
In a mathematical model the state of the system is determined by 
M real-valued variables; thus by a point of an M-dimensional Cartesian 
space (M < oo). 
The set of all possible states x will be called the state space 
* X. We consider physical systems which change their states if the time 
passes. 
In the model this corresponds to a walk of the system through the 
state space. If the variable t runs through the time axis T, 
T = [o,oo) , 
* each walk in the state space can be identified with a function x=x (t). 
Often an evolution in the state of the system can be described by 
a stochastic p~ocess. Such a stochastic process is defined by means of 
* * 1) the state space X with the o-field G of the M-dimensional Borel 
sets. 
1) Throughout this book the properties imposed on the model will be 
indicated by "Property", followed by a number. 
2 
* 2) a space n of points w. The points ware called realizations, 
... * 
while the space n is named the sample space. The space n is 
chosen in such a way that a 1-1 correspondence exists between 
* * points we: n and elements x=x (t) of the collection of all walks 
* 2) 
in X. 
3) a family of w-functions {x;(w); t e: [0, 00)}. Each w-function x;(w) 
* * maps O into the space X . These functions are called sample 
functions and are defined as follows: 
* If the walk x=x (t) corresponds to w (cf. point 2), the t-func-
* tion xt(w) satisfies 
* X (t) te:[0,00). (1.1) 
* 4) the smallest a-field H of w-sets with respect to which thew-
* * functions xt(w) are measurable. Consequently, if Ae: G and if 
t e: !9, 00), then 
{ w I (1. 2) 
5) a probability measure p*[A] of sets A e: H*. 
* * * The triple {n ;H ;P } is called a Probability space. 
The stochastic process is defined as the family of random varia-
bles {~: ; t e:[0, 00)} , whose probability distributions are given by 
* A e: G . (1.3) 
If the stochastic process { x*; t e: [o,00 )} describes the behaviour 
-t 
of the system, the left hand side of (1.3) denotes the probability 
that at time t the system will be in a state of A. Such a stochastic 
* process is also called a random walk in X . 
* If A is any closed set in X and if we consider the walk repre-
* sented by the point we: n, let t(w;A) be the moment that the system 
is for the first time in A and let t(w; [A]) be the time of the first 
entry into A. 
2) In this chapter only walks of infinite length are considered. 
3 
* If the initial ·state x (w) does not belong to A, we obviously 
0 
have 
t(W;A) = t(w; [A]) (1.4) 
Next let us introduce the states x*(w;A) and x*(w;[A]), defined 
by 





if t(w;A) < 00 
if t(w;A) = 00 
ift(w;[A]) 




In this chapter we shall consider different families of probabil-
ity measures. In each family {p*[A ;x]; x c x*} we find for each ini-
tial state x of the random walk one probability measure. This probabil-
ity measure has the following properties : 
1) If thew-set A Bis defined by 
t; 
and if xis the initial state of the random walk, then 
p* [A { } ; x] = 1 , 
o; X 
where {x} denotesthe set consisting of x only. 
(1. 7) 
(1.8) 
2) The domain of definition of P* [A;x] can be extended to a o-field 
* F with respect to which thew-functions t(w;A), t(w;[A]); x*(w;A) 
and x*(w; [A]) are measurable. 
3) If thew-set -
and if 
is defined by 
I;A 
def {wlt(w;A) t:I} 
I ;A 




4) If thew-set =I;[A] is defined by 
and if 
=I;[A] d~f {wl t(w;[A]) £I} 
p *[= (0, 00 ) ;[A] ;x] = l, 
then almost surely x*(w; [A])£ A. 
(1.11) 
(1 .12) 
The following three situations will be of importance for our dis-
cussion: 






Suppose we want to describe the rest of this walk from t onwards. 
* 0 * Then,if w £ fl corresponds to the whole walk, by the definition of n a 
* point w
1 
£ fl can be found such that 
* xt+t (w); t£[0, oo), (1.14) 
0 
The relation (1.14) represents a mapping of si* on ri*. This mapping will 
be denoted by 
w = Tt (w). 
1 0 
(1.15) 
* II) If A is a closed set in X and if tA is the moment that the sys-
tem is for the first time in A, let the initial part of the walk up to 
and including tA < 00 be defined as 
* X = X (t); (1.16) 
Suppose we want to describe the rest of this walk from tA onwards. 
* Then, if w corresponds to the whole walk, by the definition of n a 
.... 
point w £ n can be found such that 
1 
= 00 we define w1 by 
(1 .17) 
(1.18) 
The relations (1.17) and (1.18) represent a mapping of n* on n*. This 
mapping will be denoted by 
(1.19) 
5 
* III) If A is a closed set in X and if t[A]is the time of first 
entry into A, let the initial part of the walk up to and including 
t [A] <co be defined as 
* X X (t); (1. 20) 
Suppose we want to describe the rest of this walk from t[AJ onw!rds. 
Then, if Wcorresponds to the whole walk, by the definition of n a 
* point w E n can be found such that 
1 
* 
xt+t( w; [A]) (w); t E [0, oo). (1.21) 
w . (1.22) 
* * The relations (1.21) and (1.22) represent a mapping of n on n 




If the remaining part of a walk has to be described in this 
study, it is tacitly assumed that 
a) the time axis has been shifted in such a way that its origin 
coincides with the new starting point; 
b) in accordance with the situation concerned one of the relevant 
point transformations (1.15), (1.19) and (1.23) has been exe-
cuted. 
* * Since each complete walk x = x (t) in X can be identified with 
* a point w En, we can state that 
3) If t(w;A) ="'or if t(w;[A]) ="', by (1.18) and (1.22) the corresponding 
"remaining parts" are the whole walk. 
6 
* 1) in the first situation the initial part of the walk x = x (t), 
with t £ [o, tJ , can also be represented by means of the point 
* ( "\t) En XT, where T = [0, 00 ); 
0 
* 2) in the second situation the initial part of the walk x = x (t), 
with t £ [o, tA J , can also be represented by means of the point 
* (w,t(w;A)) £ n xT; 
* 3) in the third situation the initial part of the walk x = x (t), 
with t £ [o, t [A]] , can also be represented by means of the point 
(w,t(w; [A])) £ n*xT, 
Since different realizations w may have a common initial part, 
the representation of that initial part by points like (w,t ), 
0 
(w,t(w;A)) and (w,t(w; [!\]» is not unique. 
If the whole random walk has been defined by means of the proba-
* * * bility spa ce {n ;F ;P }, if the initial part of that random walk is 
given and if the remaining part can be defined, then this part can be 
* *--- ---described by means of a probability space {n ;H ;P }, where P is an 
appropriate probability measure defined on H*. The use of n* and H* 
for this description is a consequence of the convention . 
We further introduce the terms past, present and future in the 
following sense: 
W·t' 
a) The · past Pa ' of the system at t ' is given by 
t £[0,t'] (1. 24) 
W•t ' * 
Thus the past Pa ' is a realized walk in X up to and including 
t'. 
W•t' 
b) The present Pr ' of the system at t ' is given by 
X (1.25) 
w· t' 
Thus the present Pr ' is the state of the system at t'; i.e. a 
* point of X 
w· t' 





Thus the future Fu ' of the system is a probability measure 
* defined on H . 
Note that: 
1) both present and future are determined by the corresponding 
past; 
2) different pasts may generate identical presents and identical 
futures. 
In this chapter the time t' is either a fixed time t
0 
or given by 
t{W;A) or t(w;[A] ), where A is a closed set in x*. 
If the initial part of the random walk is unknown, the future 
*r w·t'J P LA 1Pa ' is an ·w-function. In chapter 1 of part II this W-func-
tion will be called a conditional probability measure. 
* * A family of stochastic processes {s ;x £ X } , one for each ini-
x 
tial state, is called a stationary Markov process if the corresponding 
probability measures {p*[A;x]; x ex*} have the following properties: 
1) the x-function P*[ A;x] is for each A£ F* measurable with res-
* pect to G 
w;t
0 
2) for each t
0 
and for each past Pa we have 
* 
w;t w·t 
* * p [A;x 1Pa °] = p*[A ;Pr ' 0 ] ; A £ H, x £ X • ( 1. 27) 
It is called, in this book, a stationary strong Markov process if, in 
addition to 1) and 2): 
* * 3) for each closed set A in X , satisfying for each x £ X 
P *[= [0, 00 ); [A] ;x] 
w·t(w· !A]> and. for each past Pa ' ' we have 
* p 
1 ' 
* * AEH,xcX. 




Physical systems will be considered, which change their states 
even if no decisions are made. 
If no decisions are made, the evolution in the state of the sys-
tem is called a natural process. 
In a natural process the state of the system can at each point of 
time be uniquely represented by a point x of an N-dimensional Carte-
sian space. 
Property 2 (natural process) 
1) In the mathematical model a natural process is defined by 
means of a stochastic process. 
Notations: 
* * * * x0 (t), M = N, X = X o' 
Q = n o' G = G o' X (t) 
* 0 * * X ( W) = xt (w), H = H and F F t 0 0 
In this study we consider a family of natural processes; i.e. one 
for each initial state of the system. If x = x0 (0) is the initial 
0 
state of the system, the probability measure corresponding to the na-
tural process concerned is 
is defined by means of the 
babili ty space 
denoted by P [ A ;x J . The natural process 
0 0 
w -functions {x~(w) ;t c [0, 00)} and the pro-
I\£ H 
0 
Property 2 (natural process) 
0 
2) Almost all walks xt(w) are continuous from the right int. 
In each finite time interval almost all t-functions x~(w) have only a 
finite number of discontinuities. 







• (Cf. Part II, chapter 1). Thus, 
if A is a closed set in X
0
, the w-functions t(w;A), t(w; [A]), x(w;A) 
and x(w; [A]) are measurable with respect to F • 
0 
9 
Property 2 (natural process) 
3) In the mathematical model the natural processes are defined 
by means of stationary strong Markov processes· . 
2. Decisions and losses 
The natural process, however, is not the only source of changes 
in the state of the system. For instance, if in a replacement problem 
at some point of time the decisionmaker decides to replace an old ma-
chine by a new one, such a decision certainly affects the state of the 
system. If the initial states of a new machine are not always identi-
cal, then the decision to buy anyone of a set of new machines will be 
represented in the mathematical model by a random transition in X
0
• 
Property 3 (decisions ) 
1) In the mathematical model a decision dis a random transition 
in X
0 
This transition is defined by the probability distribution 
Pd W AEG 
0 
of the state into which the system will be transferred at the moment 
of the decision. 
So decisions are define d independently of the state at the moment 
of decision. They only refer to the state into which the system is 
transferred. A transition is assumed to take no time. Consequently,the 
system will be in two states at the mome nt of a decision. 
It is convenient to ass ume that at each point of time a decision 
is made, but that only some of these decisions lead to an intervention 
in the natural process. In this study we shall make a distinction be-
tween "interventions " on the one hand and "null-decisions" on the other 
hand. In the latter case the system is transferred with probability 1 
into its present state. 
Decisions (probability distributions in X) will be represented 
0 
by points d of a so called decision space D. 
10 
Property 3 (decisions) 
2) In the mathematical model a decision can be represented by a 
























corresponds to the probabil-
2 
ity distribution (decision) l ·p . Pd . [A] . 
i=l 
1 1 
b) If the sequence of points { d .; i=l,2, .•• } converges to a point d 
l. 
and if this sequence of points corresponds to the sequence of 
probability distributions {Pd.[~; i=l,2, ... } , then for each 
l. 
Ac: G we have 
0 
lim 
i ➔ CIO 
Pd . [ A ] = Pd [A] . 
l. 
(1.30) 
Because decisions are concerned with the states into which the 
system is transferred, it follows from the physical structure of many 
decision problems that in some states certain decisions are not feas-
ible. The decisionmaker may be restricted in his choice of a decision. 
Property 3 (decisions ) 
3) Whether a decision is feasible or not, depends only on the 
state of the system at the moment of the decision. 
4) For each x c:x
0 
the set of feasible decisions denoted by D(x) 
is a bounded, closed and convex set in D. 4 ) 
5) In each state x £ X , the "null decision" is feasible. 
0 
A realization of an intervention, i.e. a random drawing from the 
probability distribution Pd[A] , will be called an intervention-trans-
ition. 
4) Randomisations of feasible decisions are also feasible. 
11 
In the mathematical model we have now stipulated what happens at 
the moment of a decision and how the behaviour of the system can be 
described by a natural process. We have still to state how the beha-
viour of the system is to be represented when interventions take place. 
To this end we introduce the following property: 
Property 4 
In the mathematical model the behaviour of the system in each 
time interval between two interventions is described by a natural pro-
cess. The initial state of that process will be the state into which 
the system is transferred by the intervention at the beginning of the 
interval concerned. 
As we have stated already, the state of the system at the moments 
of intervention is not uniquely defined in X
0
• Therefore we introduce 
a product space X' of two spaces x1 and x2 , both congruent to X0 • So 
we have 
(1.31) 




). The space X' is a 
2N-dimensional Cartesian space; thus M = 2N. 
At each point of time the x1-component fixes the state of the 
system before the decision is made, while the x
2
-component describes 
the state at the same moment but now after the intervention-transition 
has been effected. 
If only one decision is made at a time and if the space X' is 
used instead of X
0 
for r~presenting the state of the system, then this 
state is again defined unambiguously at each point of time. At the mo-
ments of a null-decision we have x1 = x2 • 
Let a space n of points w be chosen in such a way that a 1-1 cor-
respondence exists between points we: n and the elements x' = x(t) of 
the collection of all walks in X'. Let {xt(w); t e:[O,m)} be a family 
of w-functions defined on n . 
12 
These functions are defined as follows: If the walk x' = x(t) 
corresponds to w, the t-function xt(w) satisfies 
x (w) = x(t) 
t 
t t [o,co). (1. 32) 
Henceforth the x 1- and the x 2- component of the function xt(w) 
will be denoted by xt · l (w) and xt_
2
(w) respectively. , , 
The natural process can also be defined in the space X' instead 
of X
0
• If the system is subjected to a natural process in X', at each 





For the time being we shall consider the product-state space 





Notations 2 : 
* * * M = 2N, X = X', rl=rl, G G' 
' 
x~(t) = x(t), 
* * H = H and F = F. 
Let us suppose that, even if interventions are made, the beha-
viour of the system can still be described by a stochastic process. 
Then there must be a probability space { 11 ; H; P} 
For the state space X ' we now give, in addition to the above 
definitions, special definitions o f past , present a nd future as fol-
lows : 
ID• t' 
a ' ) The past Pa ' of the system at t' is give n by 
1 
t c [o, t '] 
t c [o, t • >. 
(1.33) 





' is a r ealized walk in X' up tot' and 
x
1 
-state at t'. 
w·t' 
b') The present Pr
1 




Thus the present Pr
1 
' is the x
1
-state of the system at t'; 
i.e. a point of x
1
. 
c') The future Fu
1
w;t' of the system at t' is given by the pro-
bability measure 
A£ H (1. 35) 
W•t' 
Thus the future Fu
1 
' of the system is a probability measure 
defined on H. 
From t' onwards the remaining part of the random walk in X' is 
defined by means of the probability space {n ;H;P}. Note that the new 
initial x
2
-state may have an initial probability distribution. This 
probability distribution corresponds to the decision to be made at t'. 
The most important features of physical decision problems are 
losses and gains. It will be no restriction to suppose that only loss-
es occur. Gains are negative losses. Generally in decision problems 
three types of losses occur. 
First, losses which increase or decrease continuously in the 
course of time; e.g. (loss of) interest or consumption of fuel. 
Secondly, losses which increase or decrease at discrete points of 
time; e.g. owing to sales or repairs. 
Finally, losses which are effected by decisions. 
Let us consider how these losses are to be defined in the mathe-
matical model. This is done by means of three functions. 
The first kind of costs can be represented by an x'-function 
Y t(x'). It represents the losses of the first type that would be suf-
con 
fered if the system were in the state x' during one unit of time. The 
x'function Y t(x') is called the "loss density function". 
con 
The x'-function Ydisc(x') fixes the losses of the second type in-
curred in x', if in that state the system enters a given closed set A. 
y 
Each time the system enters A , losses of this type will be suffered. y 
The function Yd. (x') is called the "discrete loss function". 
l.SC 
14 
The third function is the (d,x')-function 
sents the costs incurred if the decision d made 
transition into x2 . The function Y (d·x') is dee ' 
cost function". 
Property 5 (costs) 
Y (d·x')· it repre-
dec ' ' 
in x
1 
leads to a 
called the "decision 
1) The loss density function 
continuous in x'EX'; 
Y t(x') is bounded, real valued and con 
2) The discrete loss function Yd. (x') is bounded, real valued 
1SC 
and measurable with respect to the CJ -field G'. The set Ay is a 
closed set in X'. For each initial state x' in the natural pro-
cess almost surely there will be a finite number of entries into 
A in a finite time interval. If x'E A, we have y . (x')=O· disc ' 
3) The decision cost function Ydec(d;x') is a bounded, real-valued 
function of (d,x'). Moreover, for each x' £ X' it is a continuous 
function of d. For each d £ D the x '-function Y (d·x') is meas-dee ' 
urable with respect to G'. For null-decisions we have 
Y (d;x') = O. 
dee 
This property implies the following statement: 
Statement no 1 
In each time interval the losses incurred are completely fixed by 
a) the walk made by the system in that time interval. 
b) the interventions made by the decision maker in that period. 
The losses are independent of the position of the time interval on the 
time axis. 
3. Strategies and decision processes 
The solution of the stochastic 00 -stage decision problem is given 
in the form of a strategy. Such a strategy dictates at each point of 
time a feasible decision. 
If a strategy is applied, the evolution in the state of the sys-
tem can still be described by a walk in X~ Thus the past of the system 
Thus the present 
i.e. a point of 
C') 
W·t' 





-state of the system at t'; 
of the system at t' is given by the pro-
A e; H (1.35) 
W•t' 
Thus the future Fu
1 
' of the system is a probability measure 
defined on H. 
From t' onwards the remaining part of the random walk in X' is 
defined by means of the probability space {n ;H;P}. Note that the new 
initial x
2
-state may have an initial probability distribution. This 
probability distribution corresponds to the decision to be made at t'. 
The most important features of physical decision problems are 
losses and gains. It will be no restriction to suppose that only loss-
es occur. Gains are negative losses. Generally in decision problems 
three types of losses occur. 
First, losses which increase or decrease continuously in the 
course of time ; e.g. (loss of) interest or consumption of fuel. 
Secondly, losses which increas e or decrease at discrete points of 
time; e.g. owing to sales or repairs. 
Finally, losses which are effected by decisions . 
Let us consider how these losses arc to be defined in the mathe-
matical model. This is done by means of three functions. 
The first kind of costs can be represented by an x'-function 
Y t(x'). It represents the losses of the first type that would be suf-
con 
fered if the system were in the state x' during one unit of time. The 
x 'function Y t (x') is called the "loss density function". 
con 
The x'-function Ydisc(x') fixes the losses of the second type in-
curred in x', if in that state the system enters a given closed set A. 
y 
Each time the system enters A , losses of this type will be suffered. 
y 
The function Yd. (x') is called the "discrete loss function". 
J.SC 
14 
The third function is the (d,x')-function Y (d·x') · it repre-
dec ' ' 
sents the costs incurred if the decision d made in x1 leads to a 
transition into x
2
• The function Y (d·x') is called the "decision dee ' 
cost function". 
Property 5 (costs) 
1) The loss density function 
continuous in x' £ X'; 
Y t(x') is bounded, real valued and 
con 
2) The discrete loss function Yd. (x') is bounded, real valued 
l.SC 
and measurable with respect to the cr -field G' • The set Ay is a 
closed set in X'. For each initial state x' in the natural pro-
cess almost surely there will be a finite number of entries into 
A in a finite time interval. If x 1 £ A, we have y . (x ' )=0 · disc ' 
3) The decision cost function Ydec(d;x') is a bounded, real-valued 
function of (d,x'). Moreover, for each x' EX' it is a continuous 
function of d. For each d £ D the x' -function Y (d·x') is meas-dee ' 
urable with respect to G'. For null-decisions we have 
Y (d;x') = O. 
dee 
This property implies the following statement : 
Statement no 1 
In each time interval the losses incurred are completely fixed by 
a) the walk made by the system in that time interval. 
b) the interventions made by the decision maker in that period. 
The losses are independent of the position of the time interval on the 
time axis. 
3. Strategies and decision processes 
The solution of the stochastic ""-stage decision problem is given 
in the form of a strategy. Such a strategy dictates at each point of 
time a feasible decision. 
If a strategy is applied, the evolution in the state of the sys-
tem can still be described by a walk in X~ Thus the past of the system 
15 
can be defined at each point of time. 
The past does not necessarily include all information about the 
decisions made. It does, however, inform us about the realization of 




. Thus the 
past describes everything which has really happened to the system. It 
is therefore reasonable to restrict ourselves to the strategies of 
w·t 
which the decisions are based on the past Pa1 ' only. 
Consequently, each strategy z to be considered maps the space 
n x Tinto the decision space D. 
After introducing some properties of the strategies to be con-
sidered, we shall show that there is sense in restricting ourselves to 
w·t 
strategies dictating decisions bas e d on the present Pr
1 
' only. The 
reader who is willing to accept this statement without comment, may 
pass over these considerations and can take up the discussion again 
just after the proof of lemma 1.2. 
w 5) 
Property 6 (strategies) 
1) Whether or not it has been applied before, a strategy z at any 




' only. Notation: d z(Pa
1 
' ). 
If decisions are made in accordance with a given strategy, very 
often the evolution in the state of the system can still be described 
by means of a random walk. 
If w, w'En, let the point transformation inn 
w Tw·t (w') 
' 0 
be defined by (cf. (1.32)) 
t E [0, t ) 
0 
(1.36) 
t E [t , 00) 
0 




is given and if w' corresponds to the 
realization of the random walk from t onwards (cf. convention), then 
0 








W' = Tt (w) (cf. (1.15)), 
0 
The remaining part of the random walk to be considered starts at 
t
0 





) and is denoted by Pa
1
w;to. The time t
0 
is not always a fixed 
point of time. 
Hence, if z is the strategy applied during the whole walk and if 
the past at t is given by Pa w;to then after t (convention!) the 
0 1 I 0 
strategy z __ t given by 
w, 0 
will evidently be used. 
T_ (w');t+t 
(p w;t 0 o) z a
1 
, (1.37) 
If strategy z is applied, if x
1
_is the initial x
1
-state of the 
system and if the evolution in the state of the system can be des-
cribed by a random walk, the appropriate probability measure is deno-
ted by P [A ; z ; xJ . 
lil· t 
If Pa ' 0 is the past at t and if the remaining past of the 
1 o 
random walk starting at t
0 
can be described by a stochastic process, 
the corresponding probability measure is denoted by 
[ A • z · x I Pa w; to] 
P ' ' 1 1 
Note that the future also depends on the strategy applied. Consequent-
w·t 
ly, we introduce the notation Fu
1 
' 0 (z). 
Let us consider a class Z0 of strategies z satisfying: 
* Property 6 (strategies) 
2) If a strategy z e: Z
0 




the evolution in the state of the system can be described by means of 
a random walk. The corresponding probability measure will be denoted 





3) If z EZ
0
, for each w, for each t
0 












w;to] exists and satisfies (cf. notation 3) 
0 I w· t P /\ · z·~ Pa ' 07 ' ' 1 1 _j 
4) If z EZ o' for each t and for 
(cf. (1.15)) 
is an element of Z • 
0 
defined by 












each w the strategy 












, the strate gy 
defined by 
w·t def 
z (Pa1 ' ) 
also belongs to Z
0
• 









Point 3b) implies for t~t 
0 
6) 
Fu iii;t(z) w' ·t-t Fu , O(z_ ) (1.42) 
1 1 w·t 
The strategy z = t" ·t . (z2 ) zl, o 
that zl is applied before t and 0 
2 
The strategy z = T ·t (z2) zl, o 
that zl is applied before t 0 and 
made before t . 
0 
, 0 
can be described in words by saying 
z2 from t onwards. 0 
can be described in words by saying 
z
2 
from t onwards neglecting the walk 
0 
If z e:z is 
0 
b f 6* the strategy applied, then by point 3 o property 
from t
0 
onwards the evolution in the state of the system can be des-
cribed by a random walk in X'. The corresponding probability measure 
is given by prA · z_ · Pr w;to7. 
l...!' w· t ' 1 :.J 
, 0 
Now we shall prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.1 
w·t 
For each strategy z e: Z
0 
and for each past Pa
1 






' ) can be deduced from the set function 
Proof. 
If z E Z , by 
0 w·t 
P[A ·z_ ·Pr ' o 
' w·t ' 1 
.... 
point 3 of property 6 the set function 
1Pa
1
w' ;t-to] is defined for each w' and t. 
, 0 
If the p~st at tis given by Pa
1 
w;t, the set function 
C w·t w' ·t-t J P A·z ·Pr ' 0 I Pa ' 0 determines the initial x 2-probability ' w·t ' 1 1 
distri~uiion of the random walks that start at t. This initial pro-
bability distribution represents the decision to be made at t. Hence 
from t onwards for each given 
O iii·t 




This ends the proof. 
Pa
1
7ii;to the probability measure 
the strategy z (and z_ ). 
w;t
0 
6) Thi s means that the past minus the present influences the future only 
through the strategy applied. 
19 
Suppose we want to compare strategies. Then, because of state-
ment 1 and lemma 1.1, it is reasonable that we restrict ourselves to 
criterion functions which depend only on the future Fu
1
w;tO(z), given 
rA w;t0 ] by P~ ;z~·t ;Pr1 . , 0 
In connection with this we introduce the following property: 




1) The criterion function c(Fu
1 
' (z)) is a function of probabil-
ity measures, defined on H. The . domain of definition is a class K of 
probability measures. 









and z2 are under consideration and if 
(1.43) 
where z = T2 ·t (z
2
) and z' = T2 ·t (z2), then at t strategy z is to zl, o zl, o 0 
be preferred. 
* Property 6 (strategies) 
7) If z £ Z
0






1) If z £ Z , the class Z ' exists of strategies z £ Z satis-
o ~ 0 0 




' ) (1.45) 
2) A strategy z
0 
is called optimal from t
0 




7) Thi s prope rty will be dropped late r. 
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3) A strategy z is called optimal, if it is optimal from t=O 
0 
onwards. 
4) A decision d, made at t
0 
and based on the past Pa
1
w;t0 , is 
called optimal if there exists a strategy z
0 
which is optimal from t
0 
onwards and which satisfies 
(1.47) 
Since more than one strategy may be optimal, at t
0 
there may exist a 
number of optimal decisions. 
* Property 7 (criterion function) 
3) A strategy z c Z that dictates at each point of time an op-
o 
timal decision, is itself optimal. 
Lemma 1.2 




is optimal, the strategy z 0 t is also op-




be defined by 
* z 
0 
where t is a fixed point (cf. (1.41)). 
0 
(1.48) 
It follows from (1.48), (1.37), (1.41) and notation 3 that 





Consequently, by (1.42), (1.48) and point 6 of property 6* we find 
if t > t = 0 
c(fu w; t (z * )) = c(Fu w'; t-tO(z * ) ) 
1 o 1 o~·t 
, 0 
w· t 




* Thus from t
0 
onwards the strategy z
0 
follows from (1.48) that the strategy 
* 
dictates optimal decisions. It 
z~ also dictates optimal de-
o 




is an optimal strategy. In particular, 
the decision to be dictated at t
0 
is optimal. This decision will also 
be dictated by the strategy z 0 t. Because (1.50) is true for each t 0
, 
the strategy z 0 t always dictates optimal decisions. Hence z 0 t is op-
timal. 
This ends the proof. 
If a strategy z 0 t is applied, then the decisions to be made de-
w·t 
pend only on the present Pr
1 
' • We emphasize that the proof of lemma 
1.2 is based among other things on the rather complex conditions for-
b) * * mulated in point 3 of property 6 and on point 3 of property 7 
The latter seems acceptable and agrees with our practical notion of 
optimality. At first sight point 3b of property 6* seems to be a con-
sequence of the strong Markov property of the natural process on the 
one hand and of property 4 on the other hand. However, this does not 
b * seem to be true; possibly condition 3 of property 6 might be broken 
down into a number of less complex conditions, but for two reasons we 
have not tried to do so. First the practical implications of the con-
dition are clear enough from its present formulation. Secondly, after 
* introducing a reformulation of property 6, we shall be able to prove 
this condition for a smaller class of strategies (theorem 3). 
Because of the lemma just proved, it is reasonable to restrict 
ourselves to the class Z of strategies z with the following property: 
Property 6 (strategies) 
1) Each strategy z e: Z maps the state space x
1 
into the decision 
space D. 
This relation between x
1
-states and decisions will be denoted by 
(1. 51) 
Consequently, strategies z e: Z divide the state space x
1 
into two 
disjunct sets, one denoted by Az and comprising states in which always 
22 
interventions are made, the other consisting of the states in which 
always null-decisions are made. The set Az is called the intervention 
set. 
Property 6 (strategies) 
2) The x
1
-function d = z(x
1
) is measurable with respect to G
1
• 
3) The x'-function y dec(z(x1);x') is measurable with respect to 
G'. 
4) For each strategy z e: Z the intervention set Az is a closed set. 






is not empty and 
1 and 
(1.52) 
By point 1 of property 6 the s tra tegi es z E Z map the state space 
\into the decision space D. We have stipulated that decisions shall 
correspond to probability distributions in the space x
2
. So we can 
state that each strategy z corresponds to a family of transition pro-
babilities 
which, ford z(x1






is the a-field of Borelsets in x
2
. 
Property 6 (strategies) 
6) If strategy z E Z, then 
a) for each x1 E Az we have z(Az ;x1 ) = 0. 











If one of the strategies z e: Z is applied, the system is said to 
be subjected to a decision process. 
By lemma 2.24 of part II the decision process can be defined by 
a stochastic process. Each decision process effects a walk of the 




. If z is the strategy ap-
plied and if x' is the initial state, then the decision process is 
denoted by Sz·x•· 
I 
In part II, ch.2-4, we prove that the domain of definition of 
P [ A;x
1 
;z] can be extended to a a-field F, with respect to which the 
w -functions t(w;A), t(w; [A]), x(w;A) and x(w; [A]) are measurable. 
From now on we shall use the probability space {n;F;P} 
Let us consider the sequence of stochastic x
1
-states 
{lj; j=l,2, .•. } at the moments of intervention. Since the set Az is a 
closed set in x
1
, it follows from point 2 of property 2, property 4 
and (1.52) that these states almost surely belong to A • 
z 
In theorem 1 of chapter 2 in Part II we prove 
Theorem 1 
If a strategy z e: Z is applied, the sequence of states 
{lj; j=l,2, ... } at the moments of intervention can be described by a 
stationary Markov process in Az with a discrete time parameter. 
Property 6 (strategies) 
7) For each strategy z e:z the Markov process in Az with discrete 
time parameter satisfies the Doeblin condition (cf.[ 2], p.192). 
Point 7 of property 6 implies that the stationary Markov process 
in Az has for each initial state a stationary absolute probability 
distribution (cf. [ 2], p.192 ff.). 
In theorem 2 of chapter 2 in part II we prove 
Theorem 2. 
If a strategy z e: Z is applied, then in each finite time interval 
almost surely only a finite number of interventions will be made. 
24 
We also prove in that chapter 
Theorem 3 
If a strategy z t Z is applied, the decision process in X' can be 
described by means of a stationary strong Markov process. 
From theorem 3 we can deduce 
C w·t [ w·t P A · z · x I Pa ' ol = p A · z · Pr ' o J ' ' 1 1 J ' ' 1 ' (1. 54) 
If z £ Z, then we can easily verify that z=Z- (cf. (1,37)). 
w;t
0 
Hence, if z £ Z, it follows from (1.54) that 
(1.55) 
b * Thus, the strategies z £ Z satisfy point 3 of property 6 . 
CHAPTER 2 
A criterion for optimality 
1. Introduction 
In ·this chapter we shall construct a criterion function for stra-
tegies. 
If z EZ is the strategy applied and if in the initial x
1
-state 
the decision transition has not been effected, then the x
2
-component 
obeys the initial distribution z(B;x1 ). Decision processes with such 




} . They are de-
z ;x1 
fined by means of stationary strong Markov processes in X' with initial 
probability distributions (cf. theorem 3). 
If only the x
1
-states of the decision process S are recorded, 
z;x1 
the random walk in x
1 
also is a stationary strong Markov process. This 
process is called the decision process Sz·x in x1 . 
In chapter 1 we have determined the ~a~ in which losses enter the 
model. Obviously, the choice of a strategy depends on these losses in 
one way or another. 
If z EZ is the strategy applied and if w denotes a realization of 
the decision process Sz·x , let kT(w;z) be the costs incurred during 
, 1 
the period [o,T). 
Using certain additional properties of the mathematical model, we 
shall prove that for almost all w En 









is a simple ergodic set of the 









1) Simple ergodic sets can not be divided into more than one ergodic set; 
xo;l Cw) is the x1 -component of x 0 (w). 










) can be defined on the set Y of 
all ergodic states 2 > .of S in x
1 
such that, if w satisfies 
z ; x
1 








) is constant on a simple ergodic 
set of S in x
1
. The domain of definition of r(z;x
1
) is extended to 
z;x
1 




where the random state~ is the first ergodic state in Y taken on in 









) represents for almost all 
realizations the mean costs per unit of time if the initial x
1
-state 
is ergodic. In case that the initial x
1
-state is not ergodic the mean 
costs depend on the first ergodic state assumed, and, therefore, they 
are random. 
Hence, by (2.3), the function r(z;x
1
) determine s the expected 
mean costs per unit of time for all initial x
1
-states. 
Obviously, the z-function r(z;x
1
) is a good criterion for optimal-
ity. It will be demons trated that the function r(z;x
1
) can also be ex-
pressed in a more usable form. 
If C is a closed set in X' of the form 
it can be proved that, under obvious conditions, the sequence of x
1
-
components of the successive entry states in C constitutes a stationary 
Markov process with a discrete time parameter. This process is called 
2) An ergodic state is a state of a simple ergodic set. 
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the Markov process in [c]. 
Although almost all entry states belong to C, the state space of 
the Markov process in [c] is not C but xl. Thus the first and higher 
order transition probabilities.are defined for each initial x
1
-state. 
If the Markov process in [c] satisfies the Doeblin condition (cf. 




a stationary absolute 
probabilityxdistribution P[c](B;x1 ;z) exists. 
Let Sz 1 now denote the decision process in x
1 
which starts in a 
random x
1
-state obeying the steady state probability distribution 
p[C] (B;x1 ;z). 
In section 4 we shall prove that on the class of all finite time 
intervals the difference in expected costs between the decision process-






This result implies that the effect of the initial state on the 
expected loss is limited to a finite amount if only states of one sim-







) is introduced which in a sense 








) which jointly satisfy a pair 
of functional equations, are used in an iteration procedure for obtain-
ing optimal strategies (chapter 3). 
2. The criterion function 
We first consider the decision processes {S , ;x' EX}. For the 
z;x 
time being the state of the system in X' is only recorded at the points 




where x' , 
0 
stands for the initial state x'. Since the decision pro-
-t ·x · 
cess S 
0
: i~ a stationary Markov process, the sequence (2.4) consti-
z;x 
tues a stationary Markov process with a discrete time parameter (cf. 
part II, chapter 1, lemma 1.37). The first and higher order transition 
28 
probabilities are denoted by {p{ (B;x' ;z);j=l,2, ... } 
0 
We now assume: 
* Assumption 1 
The Markov processes {xt' , . ;j=0,1, ... } with x' EX' satisfy 
- ·x 'J 
the Doeblin condition (cf. [2] ?' p.i92). 
Consequently, for each x' £ X' there exists a stationary absolute 
probability distribution pt (B;x' ;z) that satisfies (cf. [2], p.214) 
0 
pt (B;x' ;z) = lim 
0 n -+ao 
1 n . 
L p~ (B;x' ;z). 
n j=l o 
(2. 5) 
We can easily verify that, if x' is an ergodic state of the Sz · x' , 
process, it is also an ergodic state of the process (2.4) and converse-
ly. 
Next let the x'-set A be given by 
A (2. 6) 
With respect to the decision processes {S · x ' EX'} we assume: 
z;x'' 
Property 6 (strategies) 
8) If z £ Z, a finite number of entries in A almost surely occur in a 
finite time interval. 
According to lemma 1.31 in chapter 1 of part II: 
a) the random losses, incurred during [o,t ), can be represented by 
0 
a stochastic variable k' with mean k'(x' · t ) · 
-t
0
;x' ' o ' 
b) the number of entries into A during [o,t) can be represented by 
0 
a stochastic variable n' with mean n'(x' ;t ). 
-t ·x' o 
o' 
Assumption 2* 
For each initial state x' £ X' we have 
E {n'(y;t >Ix'}< 
- 0 00 ' 
(2.7) 
where z obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of the 
Markov process (2,4). 
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of lemma 1.49 
in chapter 1 of part II. 
Theorem 4.1 
* * Under the assumptions 1 and 2 , for almost all realizations w of 
the decision process Sz·x' the limit 
I 
exists and is 
lim 






if the initial state x' is an ergodic state of the process (2.4) and 




-components of (2.4) be denoted by 
{xt .. . ;j=O,l, .•• } 
- o'xl ,J 
(2. 9) 
If only the x
1
-components of (2.4) are recorded at {jt
0
;j=0,1, ••• } 
and if the x
2
-component of the initial state obeys the probability 
distribution z(B;x
1
), then the sequence (2.9) also constitutes a sta-
tionary Markov process with a discrete time parameter (in x
1
). The 
first and higher order transition probabilities of this process are 
then given by 
Pj (B·x · z) t ' l '. 
0 




) and Be: G
1
. 
j=l ,2, ••• , (2.10) 
-rre stationary absolute p1-0babili ty distribution pt (B;x
1 
;z) of 






















is an ergodic state of the stochastic process 




) is an ergodic state of the process (2.4) 
with probability 1. 
Provided that the initial state x; belongs to one given simple 
ergodic state with probabilit~ 1, it follows from (2.8) that theorem 
4.1 remains true if x' has an initial probability distribution. We now 
consider the decision process S . As we know this process has such 
z;x1 


















Under the assumptions 1 and 2 for almost all realizations w of 
the decision process S 
z;x
1 
exists and is 
the limit 
lim 
T -+- co 
_!_ E { k (u; t ) J x
1
} 








is an ergodic state of the process (2.9) and 
if~ obeys the corresponding stationary absolute probability distribu-
tion. 
On the set Y 
t 
of all ergodic states of the process (2.9), the 
criterion function° r(z;x
1
) is now defjned by 
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(2.15) 








where u obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of the 
process (2.9). 
Let us return to the decision processes {S , ;x' e:X'} 
z;x 
A similar result can be obtained by means of a closed set C in 
X' satisfying: 
Assumption 1 
The length of the period preceding the first entry into C is 
finite with probability 1. 
If x' is the initial state of the decision process Sz·x', the 
' length of the period preceding the first entry into C is repres e nted 
by a stochastic variable _! '[c] ;x, (cf. lemma 2 .30 in chapter 2 of part 
II). The expected duration of this period is denoted by t' (x'; [c]). 
Since the decision process is a stationary strong Markov process, the 
sequence of entry states 
{x'r;c;i , . ;j=0,1, .•. } 
-i.::J ;x ;J 
(2.17) 
in C constitutes a stationary Markov process with a discrete time pa-
rameter (cf. lemma 1.50 in chapter 1 of part II). 
We further impose : 
Assumption 2 
The Markov processes { x 'fc•l , . ; j=O, 1, . • •} 
- :J jX ;J 
the Doeblin condition (cf. [2 ,p.192). 
with x ' c X ' satisfy 
Consequently, for each x' ex• there exists a stationary absolute 
probability distribution p[c] (B;x' ;z) that satisfies (cf.[2] ,p.214) 
P[c] (B;x' ;z) lim 1 n-+oo n 
n j 
l Pre, (B;x' ;z). 




During the period !tcJ ;x' a finite number of entries into A occur 
with probability 1. 
According to lemma 1.31 in chapter 1 of part II: 
a) the random losses, incurred during [O,!'~J ;x'), can be represented 
by a stochastic variable ~•[c];x' with mean k'(x';[c]); 
b) the number of entries into A during [O,!'!g ;x') can be represented 
by a stochastic variable E.'[c];x' with mean n'(x';[c]). 
Assumption 4 
For each initial state x' EX' 
and 
o < E{ t' <x_; [c] >Ix'} < 00 , 
where X obeys the corresponding stationary absolute probability dis-
tribution of the Markov process (2.17). 
The following theorem follows at once from lemma 1.57 in chapter 1 
of part II. 
Theorem 5.1 
Under the assumptions 1,2,3 and 4 for almost all realizations w 




exists and is 




if the initial state x' is an ergodic state of the process (2.17) and 
if X obeys the corresponding stationary absolute probability distribu-
tion. 
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-components of the entry states in Care denoted by 
{x[~ .. . ;j=O,l, ... } . 
- CJ ,x1 ,J 
(2.21) 
If only the x
1
-components of (2.17) are recorded at the successive 
entry states in C and if the x
2
-component of the initialstate obeys 
the probability distribution z(B;x
1
), then the sequence (2.21) also 
constitutes a stationary Markov process with a discrete time parame-
ter. This process is called the Markov process in [CJ. The first and 
higher order transition probabilities of this process are then given 
by 
f X z(dx2 ;x1 )plcJ (B xX2 ;x' ;z) ;j=l,2, ... 
2 (2.22) 




) and B £G
1
. 
The stationary absolute probability distribution p[e] (B;x
1
;z) of 
the Markov process in [c] satisfies 
P[c](B;x1 ;z) = Ix z(ctx2 ;x1 )p[c](BxX2 ;x';z), (2.23) 
2 




) and B £ G
1
. 
Next we define the x
1 
-functions k (x1 ; [c] ) and t (x1 ; [c]) by 
k(x
1





; [c]) def J z(ctx2 ;x1)t' (x'; [c]), (2.25) 
x2 












) is an ergodic state of the process (2.17) with pro-
bability 1. Provided that the initial state x' belongs to one given 
simple ergodic set with probability 1, it follows from (2.19) that 
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theorem 5,1 remains true if x' has an initial probability distribution. 




-state of the Markov process in [c] 
fx,P[c] (dy;x' ;z)k' (y; [c]> 




j Xl P le I (du; xl ; z) t ( u; IC i) 




Under the assumptions 1,2,3 and 4 for almost all realizations wof 
the decision process S 




T -+ oo 
the limit 
E{k(~; [c]) I xl} 
E{ t (~; [c]) I xl} 
(2.1) 
(2.27) 
if the initial state x
1 
is an ergodic state of the process (2.21) and 
if~ obeys the corresponding stationary absolut~ probability distribu-
tion. 
On the set Y[c] of all ergodic states of the process (2.21), the 
criterion function r(z;x
1
) can also be defined by 
E{k(~;[c.J>lx1 } 


















where~ obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution cor-
responding to x
1 
of the Markov process in [c]. 











As we know the natural processes can also be described by means of 





Let B be a closed set in X' satisfying: 
Assumption 5 (natural process) 
The length of the period, preceding the moment at which the sys-
tem first assumes a state of B, is finite with probability 1. 







;B) if x' is the initial state. 
-B;x' 
Assumption 6 (natural process) 
During the period t
0 
a finite number of entries in A 
-B;x' y 
occur 
with probability 1. 
Note that during a natural process no decision costs are incurred 
(cf. point 8 of property 6). 
According to lemma 1.31 in chapter 1 of part II : 
a) the random losses incurred during (9,!~·x') can be represented 
by a stochastic variable ~~·x' with mea~ k
0
(x1 ;B); 
b) the number of entries into~ during [O,!~-x') can be repre-
sented by a stochastic variable ~~·x' with.mean n°(x
1
;B). , 
Assumption 7 (natural process) 









;B) < oo 
0 
From assumption 7 it fol lows that k (x
1


















;z), defined by 
Ix 




t(xl;z) d~f t(xl;[c]) + L p\cJ (dv;xl;z)t0 (v;B) - t 0 (xl;B) 
1 (2.31) 
respectively. 










The following theorem is an immediate consequence of (2.28), (2.32) 
and (2.33). 
Theorem 6 
Under the assumptions 1 through 7, the criterion function r(z;x1 ) 
can be defined by 







on the set of all ergodic states of the Markov proces s in [c]. 
3. Two important choices of the sets C and B 
1. Sometimes it is possible to choose the set C in s uch a way that 
















2. In most cases, however, we choose 









def n where A
0 
is defined by A
0 
z EZ Az (cf.(1.52)). 
Since the decision process between two entries into Azx x2 can be des-
cribed by means of a natural process, it follows from the definitions 
of k(x
1
;[c]), k0 (x1 ;B), t(x1 ;[c]) and t
0 (x
1
;B) that (2.36) implies: 




t(x1 ;[AJ) = fx z(dx2 ;x1)t 0 (x2 ;Az), (2.38) 
2 
0 0 
where x' = (x1 ,x2) and k+(x2 ;Az) = k (x2 ;Az)- Ydisc(x2 ,x2)). 
Since A cA, by (2.30), (2.31), (2.37) and (2.38), 
0 Z 
k(xl;z) = fx z(dx2;xl) {ydec(x' ;z(xl)) + Ydisc(x') + 
2 
0 f 1 O O + k+(x2 ;Az)} + X p~J(du;x1 ;Az)k (u;A0 )-k (x1 ;A0 ) 
1 
f z(dx2 ;x1)t(x2 ;Az) + 
X
2 





f x z(ctx2 ;x1 )t0 (x2 ;A0 )-t0 (x1 ;A0 ). (2.40) 
2 
We now introduce the (x
1
;d)-functions k(x1 ;d) and t(x1 ;d), defined by 
(cf. p.88) 
I O 0 p rdx 7 {Ydec(x' ;d) + y , (x')+k (x2 ;A )} -k (x1 ;A ) X d L.: 2-1 d1 sc + o o 
2 (2 .41) 
and 





Clearly, if dis a null decision 






























is an ergodic state of the Markov process in [A) , then by 
(2.34), (2.45) and (2.46) the criterion function r(z;x
1
) is also given 
by 
(2.47) 
Note that the (x
1
;d)-functions k(x1 ;d) and t(x1 ;d) depend only on 
a) the structure of the natural process 
b) the stopping set A
0 
and not on a particular strategy z. 
Thus, if we have to compare different strategies z, the (x1 ;d)-func-
tions k(x1 ;d) and t(x1 ;d) used in (2.47) can be determined once for all. 
In order to determine the criterion function r(z;x1 ), we then only need 
to know the stationary absolute probability distributions of the Mar-
kov process in [AJ . This stochastic process has a discrete time para-
meter. This justifies the introduction of the rather complex functions 
k(x
1
;z) and t(x1 ;z). 
By point 6a) of property 6 the Markov process in [AJ and the Mar-
kov process in A (cf. theorem 1) are identical. 
z 
4. An additional property of the decision process 
Let us return to the sets C and B, given by C C x x2 and 
B = B xx
2
, with Band C unspecified. 
It follows from (2.47) that the criterion function is a function 
39 
of z and the x
1









;z) are known, then to find 
out the optimal strategy only the x
1
-states of the system need to be 
considered. 





In order to simplify the notation we write X (x £ X) instead of x
1 
and G instead of G
1
. 
Let S denote the decision process with initial state x and let 
z;x 
S x denote the decision process ·which starts in a random state obeying 
z 
the steady state probability distribution p[c] (B;x;z). 
In theorem 5 we have proved that, if the state x belongs to a 
simple ergodic set, then for the decision processes S and S x the 
z;x z 
mean costs per unit of time over an infinite period are equal. 
In this section we shall prove a result which will enable us to 
state the following: 
"If a strategy z e: Z is applied the difference in expected costs 
between the decision proces s es S and S xis uniformly bounded in x 
z;x z 
on the class of all finite time intervals". 
Let us consider the Markov process in [e] and let us introduce 
the following notations: 
Notation 5: 
1) The entry states in C will be denoted by {I . ; j=l ,2, ... } . 
-J 
2) If z is the strategy applied and if xis the initial state, 
then 
P n (B·x·z) def Prob { I e: Bjx;z} [c] ' ' -n 
n=l,2, ... ; Be:G. (2.48) 
Let us reformulate assumptions 2 through 7. 
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Assumption 2' 
The Markov process in [c]satisfies the Doeblin condition. 
Assumption 3' 
For e ach z c Z the x-functions t(x;z) and k(x; z ) are bounded. 
Moreover, we have for each x t(x;z) > O. 
If C = Az' by point 7 of property 6 assumption 2' is satisfied. 
In chapte r 2 of part II, (3 .77) and ff., we prove for each x c X 





[ "dt· A ;x] > 0. 
0 ' z 
In order to satisfy assumption 3' completely for C = 
introduce the following property: 




we s hall 
4) For d c D(x) the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d), de fine d by 
(2.41) and (2.42), are bounded. 
If z cZ is applied, there exists a decomposition of C in t o s dis-
junct simple ergodic sets Ei c G (i =l ,2, ..• , s ) and one se t o f tra n s i e nt 
states O c G. 
The ith simple e rgodic s et Ei can be s ubdidi ved into c i cyc lica l-
ly moving subsets M .. c G (j=l,2, ..• ,c.) (cf.[2], p.206 ff. ). 
1J 1 
We shall now prove that f rom a s sumption 2 ' it fo llows that 
a) the number of disjunct simple ergodic sets i s f i n ite; 
b) for each simple ergodic set the number of cyclica lly movi ng 
subsets is finite. 
Using Doob's notation, ifs= co then for each c > 0 a simple e rgodic 
set Ek can be found such that (cf. [2] , p.192) 




This contradicts the Doeblin condition and thus s<m. 
Using Doob' s notation again, if ci :m then for each E > O and for 
each n
0
~ 0 an integer n ~n
0
, a cyclically moving subset Mi·n can be 
' found such that (cf. [2] ,p.192) 




Since there a re only a finite number of simple ergodic sets it 
follows from assumption 3' that the x-function r(z;x) is bounded. 
Let us now introduce the x-function v(x;z) defined by 
def 
v(x ; z) = k(x;z) - r(z;x)t(x;z). (2.54) 
By assumption 3' the x-function v(x;z) is bounded. For later refer-
ence we state 
Lemma 2.1 
If z E Z, the x-functions r(z;x) and v(x;z) are bounded. 
In the remainder of this section we shall prove that, for n+ m 
the sequences 
{ v(x ;z) + f J 
j=l t 
pj (dl;x;z)v(I;z); n=l,2, ... 
[cJ 
oscillate between finite bounds. 
(2. 55) 
To this end we introduce an x-set C' which is a union of cyclic-
ally moving subsets; i.e. one for each simple ergodic set of the Mar-
kov process in [ c ]. 
If the initial state 11 




) is the number of entries to be made before a state of c' 
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Lemma 2.2 
If I 1 is an ergodic state, the sequences 
(2.57) 
converge uniformly in I 1 to a limit denoted by c(z;I1
;c'). 
Proof: 
It can be proved that ( cf. [ 2] , p. 208 ff.) for B £ G the sequen-
ces 
nc.+j 
{p[c]l. (B;I1 ;z); n=l,2, •.. } 
(2. 58) 
converge, exponentially fast, and uniformly in Band I
1 
to a probabil-
ooc . +j 
ity distribution p~]l. (B;l 1 ;z). 
The stationary absolute probability distribution of the Markov 
process in [c] corresponding to the initial s tate I 1 satisfies (cf.[2], 
p.192 ff.) 
1 n pj (B;I
1 
;z). p[c](B;Il ;z) = lim L n [cJ n -+ oo j=l 
(2.59) 
From (2.59) we deduce for Ile: Ei 
p[c] (B;I1 ;z) = lim n -+ oo 
1 n j 
~ _L P[cJ 
J=l 
1 n-1 
= um f 
n -+ oo nci k=O 
1 
Consequently, by the definitions of r(z;x) and v(x;z) we have for 
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Ci J CXlC , +j 
l c~P[c]1 (dl ; Il ;z)v(I ;z) 
j=l 
ciL:t[c](dI;I 1 ;z)v(I;z) = 0. 
(2.61) 
Now let 
a) cl d;f su12 !vO;z) I < .., 
I ~ C 
(2.62) 






and let us conside r the i ntegr a l 
(2,64) 




nc . +j /[cJ (dI;I1 ;z)v(I;z) -
2 v nc . +j I a 
l ~ P !"._Ji (A . ;Il ;z) ~ -
µ=-2v 2 LC µ, V 2v 
(2.66) 
Let the x-s e t B b e d e fined b y 
µ ; v 
d e f I µ cl B = { I v (I; z ) .:'.. -
µ ; V 2 V 
(2 ,67) 
From (2.63), (2,65 ) and (2.67) it fo llows that 
2
v . 
+ a nc . +J 
l ~nc-1] (A . ;Il ; z ) = 
µ =-2V zv ~ µ, V 
V -
+2 al nc . + j nc + j ] 
= l ~Pf21] (B. ; I 1 ;z) - pO_Ji (B 1 ;I1 ;z) = \F -2 V 2 ~ µ , V C µ+ ;v , 
44 
(2.68) 
The relations (2.66) and (2.68) imply that the corresponding elements 
of the sequences 
I 
nc.+j 
c P[c] (dI;I1;z)v(I;z); n=l,2, ••• } 
and 




Because the sequences (2.58) converge exponentially fast and uni-
cxci+J 




;z) we can find for each j a triple 
(N
0
;p;K) with p<l and K <00 such that fo-r n> N 
- 0 
This implies 
+ 2 V 
I l V ~ µ=-2 2 
* where K = 2 a ,: . 
nci+j 




K p ' 
(2. 71) 
(2. 72) 





P (B l . ;I
1
;z) - a; j=l,2, ... ,c
1 
. • 
[c] µ+ j V 
0bviously,(2.73) differs from 
f 
ooc .+ j 





at the most - . 
2" 
Now we have for each j 
coc . +j 
p[c] (dI;I1 ;z)v(I;z) -
nci+j 
P (dI·I · z)v(I·z) -[cJ ' l' ' 
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f 
nc . +j 
1 
C p[c] (dI ;I1 ;z)v(I ;z) = 
v=l,2, ... (2. 75) 
Consequently, for each j there exists a triple (N ,P,K*) with p < 1 
0 
* and K <co such that for n > N 
- 0 
Thus the sequences 
f 
nc . +j 
{ C pcci . (dI ;Il ;z),v(I ;z); n=l ,2, ... } (2. 77) 




coc . +j 
C p[cJ (dI ;Il ;z)v(I ;z) (2. 78) 





{ I p[c] (dI;I1 ;z)v(I;z); n=l ,2, ... } 
j=l C 
(2. 79) 




c. I ooci +j 
. }:1° A p re] ( dl ; I l ; z) v (I ; z) 
J=l C L: 
0 • (2.80) 
Now we are able to prove that the sequences (2.58) converge uni-




Let us consider the limit 







which is equal to 
n 
11m l 






Since the sequences (2.79) converge exponentially fast and uniformly 
in 1
1 
to zero we can find a triple (N
0
;p;K) with p<l andK< 00 such 
that for h > N 
- 0 
and hence, uniformly in Il, 
c . 
hci +m(I1 )+j 
n 1 
le lim I l l P[CJ (dl;I1 ;z)v(I;z)j! n ..,. oo h=N j=l 
0 
By (2.58) and (2.62) uniformly 1
1 
e: Ei we have 









Hence, by (2.84) and (2.85) the sequences (2.57) converge uniformly in 
s 
I 1 e: i(dlEi to c(z;I1;c '). This function satisfi es 
N 
KP O 
c(z·I ·c') I< (N +l)co + -- < 00 (2.86) , 1' - 0 1-p 




This ends the proof. 
Finally, we consider the case that 1
1 
is a transient state. 
It can be proved (cf. [2] ,p.207) that for some p < 1 
00 • N 
\ J ( ) p 
_l Pre] O;I 1 ;z ! const l-p , 
J=N L 
(2. 88) 




I _i J p\~J(dl ;11 ;z) v(I ;z) I! const ~ J=N O I.! l-p (2.89) 
and thus a positive value k ' < 00 can be found such that 
(2 .90) 
It can easily be verified that the probability distribution of 
the first ergodic state reached in C can be defined. Let us denote this 
probability distribution by P[c](B;x;z). 
So far the function c(z;I1 ;C') has only been define d for ergodic states 
1
1
• The domain of definition will now be extended to X by taking 
c(z;x;C') = v(x;z) + _l I PJ[.c](dl;x;z)v(I;z) + 
J=l 0 
I E ~ + C P[c](dl;x;z)c(z;I;C') 
By means of (2.86) and (2.90) we can easily find a positive 
such that for each x E X 
c(z;x;C ' ) I! 1< 11 < 00 • 
For later reference we state : 
(2.91) 




The domain of definition of the x-function c(z;x;C'), defined on 
the set of all ergodic states as the limit of (2.58) can be extended 
to X by means of (2.91). 
Note that for each choice of C' we find an x-function c(z;x;C'). 
Obviously, for n ➔m , the sequences 
{ v(x;z) + f L p[jc~,
1
(dl;x;z)v(I;z); n=l,2, .•. } 
j =l C :.J 
oscillate between the bounds 
c(z;x;C ' ) + (c+l) o 
So we have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 2 .4 
If a strategy z £ Z is applied, for n ➔m the sequences 
v(x;z) + If pj (dl;x;z)v(I;z); n=l,2, ... 
j=l c [c] 
oscillate uniformly in x between finite bounds. 
From (2.90) we deduce 
c(z;x;C') 





In chapter 3 we shall only consider the case C = A and B = A • 
_ a) z o 
By point 6 of property 6 the Markov process in [AzJ and the 
Markov process in Az (cf. theorem 1) are identical. 
From now on the intervention states are denoted by I . (j=l,2, ... ). 
-J 
By point 6a) of property 6 the intervention states {I . ;j=2, .•• } 
-J 
are almost surely entry states in [AZ] . If the initial state xc Az' 
then the first intervention state 1
1 
is x itself and thus is no entry 
state. On the other hand, if x£Az' .!_1 is an entry state. 
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It follows from (2.94) that, if 






c(z;x;Az) = k(x;z(x)) - r(z;x)t(x;z(x)) + E{c(z;.!_;Az)lx;z}, 
(2.96) 
where I is the first intervention state after the state x. (Thus, if 
x e:Az, ,!_=,!1 • Otherwise: ,!_=.!_2 .) 
Since for null decisions we have 
we find 
k (x; d) 0 
t(x;d) = 0 
[
. k(I1 ;z(I1):-r(z;I1)t~I1 ;z(~1 ))+ 
{c(z;I1 ;A >lx;z}; if X E A. - z 
Further, we have for 11 E Az (cf. (2. 33)) 











If z is the strategy applied, and if xis the initial state,then 
n def { * I PA (B;x;z) = Prob !.ie: B x;z}; n=l,2, ... ; 
z 
where 1* stands for the n
th 
future intervention state. 
-n 
Be: G, (2,101) 
Consequently, we have for I1 c Az 


















has at least as many solutions as diffe rent choices of Az exist. 




Suppose that the Markov process in Az has m simple ergodic sets 
(i=l,2, .•. ,m). If o. (i=l,2, ... ) are a rbitrary r eal numbe rs, l e t 
]. .. 
the x-function c (z;x) be defined by (cf. (2.90)) 
c* (z ;x) def 
00 
if x e: E . 
]. 
v(x;z) + l f pj (dI; x;z )v(I;z) + 
j=l O [Az] 
i f x EA 
z 
(2.105) 








) also constitute a solution of the s e t of functional equations 
(2.102) and (2.104). 
In chapter 3 an x-function c(z;x) will be considered that s a tis-
fies (2.104). This function needs not to be one of the functions 
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c(z;x;Az). The functions c(z;x;Az) have already proved their useful-
ness in proving the existence of a solution of the set of functional 
equations (2.102) and (2.104). 
CHAPTER 3 
Optimal strategies 
1. Introduction and definitions 









Let the x-function c(z;x) be one of the functions which satisfy 
the equation 
c(z;x) k(x;z(x))-r(z;x)t(x;z(x)) + 
1 
PA (dI;x;z)c(z;I) (3.3) 
z 
with 
r(z;x) =t 1 PA (dI;x;z)r(z;I). z (3 .4) 
z 
We shall discuss tpree decision problems. The solutions of these 
problems enable us to formulate properties of the optimal strategy. 
Next we shall construct an iteration procedure that yields a se-
i 
quence of strategies {z ;i=l,2, ... } satisfying for each x 
(3 .5) 
Under conditions (properties of the mathematical model) to be 
stated below we prove for each x £ X 
lim 
i -+ 00 
i 
r(z ;x) = inf r(z;x). 
z £ z 
(3 .6) 
Let us first introduce some tools needed for the description of the 
three decision problems mentioned above. 
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Tool a) The extended class Z ::> Z of all strategies z satisfying A '.) A 
Z 0 
and points 1,2,3,4 and 6b) of property 6. 
n m -Tool b) The mixed strategies of the form (za) (zb) zc with za e: Z, 
zb e: Z and Zc e: Z. Such a mixed strategy dictates successively 
1) n interventions in accordance with z 
a' 
2) m interventions in accordance with Zbj 
3) m interventions in accordance with z 
C 
If m > 0 and if zb i zc or if n > 0 and if za i zb 1 the mixed stra-
tegy 
n m -
z' = (z) (zb) z does not belong to Z. Note that, conversely, a C 
each strategy z e: Z is a mixed strategy (n=m=O). Let us consider the 
case n=O; i.e. the strategy 
r(z' ;x) and c(z' ;x) by l) 
m 
z' = (zb) zc. We then define the functions 
where 
r(z ' ;x) 
c(z' ;x) 
b 
= E {r(z ;y ) lx;zb} 
C --m 
(3.7) 
def m m-j+l l E{k(I . ;zb(I .))-r((zb) z ;I .)t(I . ;zb(I .»lx;zb}+ 
j=l -J -J c -J -J -J 
J 
b b 
zb(dy ;I )c(z ;y) 
X m m c m 
m m-j+l L E{k(I . ;zb(I _))-r((zb) z ;I .)t(I . ;zb(I .»lx;zb}+ 
j=l -J -J c -J -J -J 
b + E { c (z ; y ) Ix; z } 
c--m b ' 
(3. 8) 
is the state into which the system is transferred by the 
decision zb(.!m). 
b 1) The states~ (1=1, 2 , .. . ) be l ong to X. 
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Next we consider the case niO and define the functions r(z' ;x) 
and c(z';x) by 
r(z' ;x) 
n m def 
= r((z ) (zb) z ;x) a C 
def m a 
E {r((zb) z ;y ) jx;z } c -n a 
(3. 9) 
n m def 




n n-j+l l E {k(I . ;z (I _))-r((z ) (zb 
j=l -J a -J a 
m a I E {c((zb) z ;y ) x;z } , c -n a 
)mz ;I.) t(I. ;z (I .»I 
C -J -J a -J 
I x·z } + , a 
(3 .10) 
a 
where ~n is the state into which the system is transferred by the de-
cision z (I ) . 
a -n 
Tool c) The mixed strategies of the form dz', where z ' is a mixed 
n m 
strategy of the form (z) (zb) z (cf. tool b)). The mixed 
a C 
strategy dz' dictates 
1) the decision din the initial state and after that 
2) decisions in accordance with z'. 
We now define for d £ D(x) 
r(dz' ;x) d~ft Pd(dy)r(z' ;y) 
def 
c(dz' ;x) k(x;d) - r(dz ' ;x)t(x;d) 
(3 .11) 
Pd ( dy) c ( z ' ; y) . 
(3 .12) 
Tool d) The mixed strategies of the form Az ' , where z' is a mixed 
strategy of the form (z )n(z )mz and A is a closed set in X. 
a b C 
The mixed strategy Az' interdicts any intervention up to the 
moment that for the first time a state of A is taken on by the 
system. From that time onwards decisions are made in accord-
ance with z ' . 
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We now define 
def f 1 r(Az' ;x) pA (dy;x)r(z' ;y) 
A 
(3.13) 
de=f IA 1 c(Az' ;x) pA (dy;x)c(z' ;y), (3.14) 
1 
where pA(B;x) denotes the probability distribution of the first state 
of A which is taken on if xis the initial state. Note that the pro-
1 
bability distribution pA(B ; x) depends only on the natural process. 
Notation 7: 
n m 
If z' is a mixed strategy (za) (zb) zc and if n > 0, then Az, is 
given by 
A def A 
z' z (3.15) 
a 
Toole) Minimizing subset of Az,. If z' is a mixed strategy 
n m 
(za) (zb) zc' consider the class ~z' of all closed sets A 
satisfying 
1) A';)A · o' 
2) A= {xlr(Az';x) <r(z';x)}U{xjr(Az';x) = r(z';x); 
c(Az' ;x) !, c(z' ;x)} (3 .16) 
Obviously, we have X and Az, E: Kz, . 
The minimizing subset of Az' is now defined by the inter-




Property 2 (natural process) 
l1K 1· z (3 .17) 
4) If A is a closed set in X, a finite number of entries into A 
occur with probability 1 in a finite time interval. 
Lemma 3.1 




are closed and contain the set A
0
,then 
for each bounded measurable x-function q(x) 
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t1nA2 P~ln A2 (dxl;x)q(xl) 















2 A A 
x [ JA(k) p:(k)(dxk+l;xk)q(xk+l)-q(xk)] 
(3.18) 
+ •••• ' 
where 
if k even 
(3.19) 
if k = odd 
Proof: 
Point 4 of property 2) and point 5 of property 6) imply 
p~ f\A (B;x) = p! (BnA2 ;x) + f- p~ (dx1 ;x)p~ (BnA1 ;x1 ) 
1 2 1 A
2 
1 2 
+ I- p~ (dxl;x) I- pt (dx2;xl) p~ (Bf'\A2;x2) + 

















In lemma 3.1 the substitution q(x) = r(z' ;x) yields for x e:A
1
: 





1 2 Al 1 



















By the definition of the class Kz' we find that 









b) the remaining terms of the right hand side of (3.23) are 
smaller than or equal to zero. 
Hence, for x e: A
1 
I P! nA (dxl ;x)r(z' ;xl) ~ I 
A n A I 2 Al 
1 2 (3 .25) 
The proof of (3 .25) for x e: A
2 
is similar and is therefore omitted. 




(3 .25) is true. 










r(z' ;x) (3.27) 
b) the remaining terms of the right hand side of (3.23) are 
equal to zero. 
Consequently, almost surely (cf. 3.23) 
= [ f.,-:l (dxk+l ;~k) r(z' ;xk+l); 





odd . (3 .28) 
If .!k E A
1 
(k=even) or if .!k E A
2 
(k=odd), then since A1 E Kz, and 
A
2 
E Kz, , we have almost surely 













PA (dy ;x)c(z' ;y),:;. c(z' ;x)}; 
2 
k = even 
k odd. 
By substituting q(x) = c(z';x) in (3.18) we find for xEA
1 














If x £ A
2 
and if x satisfies (3 .26), then the proof of (3 .32) is 
similar. 




, we have eithe r 












) =r(z ' ;x) 
1 2 
(3. 34) 







£ Kz, . 
This ends the proof. 
Note that lemma 3 .2 does not imply A~, £ Kz,. 
Tool f) If z E Z,the minimizing subset D (x) of D(x) is defined by ______ ____::;__ __ z--
def 
D (x) {djdED(x); r(dz;x) 
z 
min r(d'z;x)} . 
d' £ D(x) 
(3.36) 
Lemma 3.3 
If z £ Z, the minimizing subset Dz (x) is a closed non empty set. 
Proof : 
b 
From lemma 2.1 and point 2 of property 3, it follows that the 
ct-function r(dz;x) is bounded and continuous ind. Since the set D(x) 
is closed, the assertion is obvious. 





if XE A 
[A] z def 
if X EA 
(3. 37) 
Tool h) If zEZ and if xEX, 
defined by 
the minimizing subset Z (x) of Z is 
z 
def {z* I * A * Z (x) z EZ;r((z )z;x) = inf 
z 
r((~)z;x)} (3.38) 
2. The basic problems and theorems 
In this section we consider three decision problems. 
First problem 
To minimize the ct-function c(dz;x) for each x subject to the 
constraint d ED (x). 
z 
By lemma 3.3 the set Dz(x) is a closed set. By point 2b of pro-
perty 3 and by the points 3) and 4) of property 5 it follows from the 
definitions that the ct-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d) are bounded and 
continuous ind. Now it can easily be verified (cf.(2.94),(2.105),(3.12)) 
that the ct-function c(dz;x) is also bounded and continuous ind. This 
implies that for each x at least one decision d E Dz (x} can be found 
that minimizes c(dz;x). Such a decision is called a minimizing deci-
sion. 
The solution of the first problem is not necessarily unique. 
Therefore, we introduce the following property: 
Property 6 (strategies) 
9) If z E Z, a selection procedure exists such that 
a) to each x one and only one minimizing decision d is as-
z;x 
signed; 




c) the strategy z
1 
, defined by 
z
1




belongs to z. 
Lemma 3.4 
If ze:Z and if for some X the null 
cision, then the decision z(x) is also 
Proof: 
If dis a null decision, then 
r(dz;x) = r(z;x) = r(z(x)z;x) 
c(dz;x) = c(z;x) = c(z(x)z;x). 
The assertion follows now at once. 
decision is 
a minimizing 





















)z;x)~ c(z;x). (3.45) 
Proof: 
Let the set B be defined by 
def I B = {x r((z
1











If x e: B, then by (3 ,47) 
1 




















It follows from (3.46), (3.50), (3.51) and (3.52) that B 0, 
This ends the proof, 
Second problem 
To determine for the strategy z' 
Property 6 (strategies) 
10) If z e: Z, if z
1 
is the solution of the first problem with z and 
if z' = (z
1
)z, then (cf. tool e) 
def r, ] z
2 
LA~, z1 e:z. 
(3.53) 
Lemma 3 ,6 
If z
1 
is the solution of the first problem with z and if the sets 
A1 and A2 belong to Kz' (z'=(z1 )z) then we have either 
r(A n A z' ·x ) < r(A z' ·x) 







Let us first consider the case i=l. 

















£ Kz, (lemma 3 .2). If 
x £ A
1
, the assertion follows at once from (3 .25) and (3 .32). 
The proof for i=2 is similar and is therefore omitted. 
This ends the proof. 
Property 6 (strategies) 
11) If z £ Z, if z
1 
is the solution of the first problem with z and 
if z' = (z1 )z, then 
(3. 59) 
Lemma 3. 7 
If z
1 
is the solution of the first problem with z, if z
2 
is the 
solution of the second problem with z '= (z
1







)z ;x) ~ r(Az' ;x) < r(z' ;x) 
r((z
2
)z;x) = r(Az' ;x) = r(z' ;x) 
c((z
2
)z;x) ~ c(Az' ;x) ~ c(z' ;x). 
Since for each A£ Kz, we have 






Az' = Ari Xz' 
(z
2
)z = A' z' = 
z' 
A' n Az' 
z' 
the assertion follows at once from lemma 3.6. 







is the solution of the first problem with z and if z
2 
is 
the solution of the second problem with z'=(z
1






)z;x) = r(z;x) 
c( (z
2








is the solution of the first problem with z and if z
2 
is 
the solution of the second problem with z'=(z
1




It follows from (3.66) and (3.67) that for all x we have 
Consequently, (cf.(3.7)) for all x 
k 
r((z2 ) z;x) =E{r((z )z·y )/x·z} 2 '-k-1 ' 2 < -
(3. 70) 
(3. 71) 
where yk-l is the state into which the system is transferred by the 
(k-1) 
th 
intervention according to z
2
. Hence, for all x and k ~ 1 
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(3.72) 
First we shall prove that, if for some x
1 
E Az we have 
k=l,2, ... (3.73) 




where I obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
-oo 




Let us suppose that (3.73) holds, then 
(3.76) 





) we have almost surely 
k=2,3, ...• (3.77) 














By adding (3.79) and (3.81) we find (cf. (3.10)) 
(3.82) 
Consequently, (3.74) is true. 





























which gives us (3.75). 














For each integer j ~ 1 and for all x we have 
lim 






1 l i l i+j-1 r((z2 ) z ;x) lim r( (z2 ) z ;x) = n 
i=l n -+ 00 n i =1 
1 
n 












(3 . 85) 
where !oo now obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution 
in A corresponding to x. 
z2 
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From (3.72), (3.84) and (3.85) we can easily deduce for all x 
(3. 86) 
By taking j=k and j=l in (3.85) for all x 
(3. 87) 
By (3.72) and (3.87) with respect to the probability distribution of 
.!..., almost surely 
(3. 88) 





) z;.!...,) ~ c((z2)z;!00) 
r((z2 )
2
z;.!...,) E{r((z2)z;!~) l!w;z2 } 
(3. 89) 
(3. 90) 
where I.:, obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in A 
z2 
with initial state I The expected value 
of r((z
2
)z;.!.:,) is then a function of I and if we substitute the ran-
00 
dom state I in this function the 
-<x> 
random variable in the right hand 
side of (3.90) is obtained. 
If the original initial state of the Markov process in A is an 
z2 
ergodic state, then.!.:, has the same distribution as~ for almost all 
I EA and thus we have almost surely 
oo z
2 








where ! 2 obeys the probability distribution of the second intervent-
ion state in A 
z2 
if I is the initial (intervention) state. 
00 
If the original initial state x of the Markov process in A is 
z2 
an ergodic state, then (3.92) becomes almost surely (cf,(3,91)) 
(3.93) 





} (3. 94) 
-<O 
Consequently, by taking expectations in (3,93) we find for x ergodic 
(3.95) 
By (2.46), (2.47), (2.49) and (3.53) we have 
(3.96) 
and thus for x ergodic 
(3. 97) 
Now let x be an arbitrary state. Then the state I will neverthe-
less almost surely be ergodic. Hence, by (3.97) with respect to the 
stationary absolute probability distribution of the Markov process in 




where_!.:, obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in A with initial state I . z
2 
.. 
By taking expectations in (3.98) we obtain 




thus (3.97) also holds for non-ergodic states x. Hence by (3.86) and 
(3. 99) for all x 
(3 .100) 
This ends the proof. 
As a third problem we consider the following: 
Third problem 
To minimize the z*-function c((z*)z;x) for each x subject to the 
* constraint z e; Zz(x). 
After introducing an additional property of the mathematical 
model we shall demonstrate that the solution of the second problem 
also solves the third problem. 
Property 6 (strategies) 
A 
12) There exists a strategy z
3 
e; Z, which is for each x a solution 




is the solution of the first problem with z and if z 2 is 
the solution of the second problem with z' = (z1 )z, then z 2 is for 




satisfies point 12) of property 6 and if for some x the 
decision z
3








r((z1 )z;x) = r((z2)z;x) 
c((z1 )z;x) c((z2 )z;x). 
If z
3

























PA (dy;x)r(z';y). (3,106) 
z3 
If 
r(z' ;x) 1 PA (dy;x)r(z';y), 
z3 (3 .107) 
then by (3,102), (3.104) and (3,105) 
Consequently, if x e: A 
z3 





PA (dy;x)c(z ' ;y). (3.108) 
z3 
then we have either 
(dy;x)r(z' ;y) (3 .109) 
1 
PA (dy;x)r(z' ;y) (3 .110) 
z3 
1 PA (dy;x)c(z' ;y). (3.111) 
z3 





















Since only one solution of the second problem exists the converse 















, then for each x 
' 
Proof : 










we find for each z e: Z and x e: X either 
' 
or 










I k+l ~E{r((z)z ;yk)x;z} = r((z) z ;x), - 0 - 0 (3,121) 
where Xk is the state into which the system is transferred by the k
th 
intervention. Thus 
k r(z ;x) < r((z)z ;x) < r((z) z ;x), 




r(z ;x) < lim }: r((z) z ;x) 
0 - n 0 
fl-+ 00 k=l 
1 
n . f p: (dl;x;z)r((z)z
0
;I) = lim }: = n n +00 k=l · A z · z 
= E{r((z)z ;I ) lx;z} , 
0 __, 
(3,123) 
where~ obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in Az corresponding to x. 
First we shall prove that, if for some x1 E Az we have 






) = r((z)z ·x) · 
o' 1 ' 




) = E{r((z)z ;I ) lx
1
;z} , 




where~ obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in Az corresponding to x1 • 










It follows from (3,122) and· (3,127) that with respect to the pro-
bability distribution z(x
1
) we have almost surely 
k-1 





; 3 = z 0 it follows from (3.128) with k=2 that almost surely 
c((z)z ;y) > c(z ;y) 
0 - = 0 -
and thus 
By (3.124) we have for k=2 
and thus 
By adding (3,130) and (3.132) we find (cf. 3.10) 
Consequently, (3.125) is true. 








n .... 00 
IA plz (dl;x1 ;z)r((z)z0 ;I) 
z 
t pA (dI;x1 ;z)r((z)z0 ;I) z 
z 
which gives us (3,126). 








1 r((z) z ;x) ~ r((z)z ;x). 
0 0 











n -+ oo 
1 ~ i 
l r((z) z ;x) 
n i=l o 
z 








i+j-1 r((z) z ;x) 
0 
E {r((z)jz ;I >lx;z}, 
0 -00 
(3,136) 
where I now obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution in 
Az corresponding to x. 
By taking j=k and j=l for all x 
k 
E{r((z) z ;I ) lx;z} = E {r((z)z ;I )!x;z} 
0 -oo O - oo 
(3,137) 
By (3,122) and (3,137) with respect to the probability distribu-
tion of I 
-00 
almost surely 
k r((z) z ,;I ) = r((z)z ;I ) . 
0 -«> 0 -co 
{3,138) 
Since (3,124) implies {3,125), we obtain from (3,138) almost sure-
ly 
2 
c((z) z ;I ) > c((z)z ;I ) 




z ;I ) = E{r((z)z ;I ' ) II ;z} , 
0 -oo O -en -oo 
(3 .140) 
where!~ obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of the 
Markov process in Az' with initial state !
00
• The expected value of 
r((z)z ;I') is then a function of !
00 
and if we substitute the random 
0 -00 
state I in this function the random variable in the right hand side 
of (3.140) is obtained. 
If the original initial state x of the Markov process in Az is an 
ergodic state, then!~ has the same distribution as !oo for almost all 
!
00 
E Az and thus we have almost surely 
2 
r((z) z ;I ) 
0 -00 
E{r{(z)z ;I')!I ;z} o -oo -co 
E{r{(z)z ; I ) I x;z} . 
0 -oo (3 .141) 
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Now it follows from (3.139) that for all x almost surely 
+ E{c((z)z ;I2' )1I ;z} > c((z)z ;I), o- -a> = Q-00 (3.142) 
where ! 2 obeys the probability distribution of the second intervention 
state in Az if I is theinitial (intervention) state. 
If the original initial state x of the Markov process in Az is an 
ergodic state, then (3.142) becomes almost surely (cf. (3.141)) 
+E{c((z)z ;I
2
') ! I ;z}>c((z)z ;I). 
0 - -oo == 0 -oo 
(3.143) 
It can be easily verified that for x ergodic 
EI {EI, {c((z)z
0
;!2) !!00 ;z} lx;z} 
-oo -2 
E {c((z)z ; I )!x;z} 
I o -oo (3.144) 
-00 
Consequently , by taking expectations in (3.143) we find for x ergodic 
E{k(I ;z(I )) lx;z} + 
-00 -00 
- E{r((z)z ;I >lx;z} . E{t(I ;z(I ))!x;z} >O 
0 ----0) ----0) ----ea =- (3.145) 
or 




E{r((z)z ;I ) !x;z} 
0 --00 
(3.146) 
Now let x be an arbitrary state. Then the state !
00 
will neverthe-
less almost surely be ergodic. Hence, by (3.146) with respect to the 
absolute stationary probability distribution of the Markov process in 
Az with initial state x we find almost surely 
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'r(z;I )>E{r((z)z ;I')II ;z}, 
--00 - 0 -00 --a, 
{3,147) 
where!: obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of the 
Markov process in Az with initial state Im. 
By taking expectations in (3,147) we obtain 
r(z;x) = E{r(z;!_..,) lx;z} ~ 
> - {E1 , {r((z)z ;I' >I I ;z} lx;z} = 0 -co -oo -m 
E{r((z)z ;I ) lx;z}. 
O -m 
(3 .148) 
Thus (3.146) also holds for non-ergodic states x. It follows from 
(3.123) and (3.148) that for all x 
r(z ·x) < E{r((z)z ;I ) lx;z} < r(z;x). 
o' - o -cm -
This ends the proof. 
By lemma 3.9 and theorem 8 we also have 
Theorem 9 
(3 .149) 







the solution of the second problem with z' = (z
0 1
)z and if z
0 2
=z , 
0 i O i 0 
then for each x 
r(z ;x) = 
0 
min r(z;x). 
Z C Z 
3. Optimal strategies and the strategy improvement routines 
(3 .150) 




is called optimal if it minimizes for each x the 
z-function r(z;x). In other words: 
r(z ;x) = 
0 
min 
Z C Z 
r(z;x). 
By theorem 8 a strategy z~ is optimal if it satisfies 
(3.151) 
c(z' ·x) o' 
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min 
























Note that z" also satisfies (3.152) and (3.151), while in general z' 
0 0 
does not satisfy (3.153) and (3.154). 
Without more detailed information about the mathematical model we 
cannot prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of the 
above equations. 
If an optimal strategy z
0 
can be obtained neither from (3.151), 
nor from (3.152) and nor from (3.153) and (3.154), for practical pur-
poses an iteration procedure is required, that yields a sequence of 
strategies {zi;i=l,2, ... } such that for each x 
lim r(zn;x) = inf r(z;x). (3.155) 
n-+co ze:Z 
The functional equation (3.152) suggests the following iteration 
procedure. This iteration procedure, called the strategy improvement 
o i-1 
method I, starts with an arbitrary strategy z e: Z. If z is the stra-




cycle runs as 
follows: 
First step 










The strategy z is given by z
3 
. th 
End of the 1 cycle. 
The equations (3,153) and (3,154) suggest the following iteration 
procedure. This iteration procedure, called the strategy i:mprovement 
0 i-1 
method II, starts with an arbitrary strategy z c z. If z is the 
th .th 









Solve the first problem with z=z and determine the strategy 
i-1 
zl = zl 
Third step 
i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1 
Determine the x-functions r((z
1 











The strategy z is given by z
2 
Ed f th .th l n o e 1 eye e. 
Note that the strategy improvement method II is a special case of 
strategy improvement method I. In the second routine the third problem 
is solved in a prescribed way. 
In order to prove the effectiveness of these iteration routines 
we introduce the following property: 
Property 6 (strategies) 
13) There is at least one initial strategy z
0
c Zand an integer M
0 




i i r((z)z ;x)~r(z ;x). (3.156) 
If for all z £ Z the decision process has only one simple ergodic 
set,point 13) of property 6 is always satisfied with the equality sign. 





If z £ Z is an arbitrary strategy and if z 0 obeys point 13) of 
property 6, the strategy improvement method starting from z 0 generates 
a sequence of strategies {zi;i=l,2, ... } , satisfying for each x 
r(z ;x) ~ lim (3.157) 
n-+ oo 
Proof : 
If i ! M
0
, by point 13) of property 6 we have for each x 
i i r( (z)z ;x) ,!. r(z ;x). 
Consequently, for all x and k ! 2 
k-1 i r((z) z ;x), 
(3 .158) 
(3.159) 
where Xk-l is the state into which the system is transferred owing to 
the (k-l) th intervention according to z. 




k i i i r((z) z ;x) ,!_ r((z)z ;x) ~ r(z ;x). 
1 n k i l r((z) z ;x) = 
n k=l 
i i 





obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution in Az 
80 
with initial state x. 
First we shall prove that, if for some x
1 
e: Az 
k=l,2', ... , (3.162) 




where_!.., obeys the stationary absolute probability di stribution of the 
Markov process in Az corresponding to x
1
. 
Let us suppose that (3.162) holds, then 
(3.165) 
It follows from (3.160) and (3.165) that with r es pect to the pro-
bability distribution z(x
1
) we have almost surely 
k-1 i 
r((z) z ;x> 
and thus almost surely z e: Z i (2::). 
z 
i 
r(z ii'.); k =2,3, ... (3.166) 
It follows from the solution of the third probl em that we have 
almost surely (zi+l=zi) 
3 
i i+l i 
c((z)z ;x> ~c((z )z ;x> (3.167) 
and thus 
) i ) I i+l i I E{c((z z ii'. x1 ;z}~E{c((z )z _; x) x1 ;z}. 
(3 .168) 
By point 13 of property 6 we have for all x 
i+l i i 
r( (z )z ;x) = r(z ;x) (3 .169) 
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and thus by (3.162) and (3.169) 
(3 .170) 













By adding (3.168) and (3.171) we find 
Consequently, (3.163) is true. 




) = lim 
lim t 
z 











which gives us (3.164). 
Let us return to (3,160). Obviously we have for all x 
lim 
1 n h i i 
\ r((z) z ;x) ~ r((z)z ;x). 
n l -
h=l 
For each integer j ~ 1 and for all x we have 
lim 























where I now obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution ' 
in Az corresponding to x. 




;_!"") Jx;z} (3.176) 
By (3.160) and (3.176) with respect to the probability distri-
bution of I almost surely 
ly 
(3.177) 
Since (3.162) implies (3.163) we obtain from (3.177) almost sure-
2 i i+l i 
c((z) z ;I)> c((z)(z )z ;I ) 
-00 - -o:, 





;I ' )JI ;z} , 
-co -co -co 
(3.178) 
(3.179) 
where_!.:, obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in A with initial state I . The expected value 
. z "" 
of r((z)z 1 ;I') is then a function of I and if we substitute the ran-
.....,. "" 
dom state~ in this function the random variable in the right hand 
side of (3.179) is obtained. If the original initial state of the Mar-
kov process in Az is an ergodic state, then.!.: has the same distribu-
tion as_!"" for almost all I"" c Az and thus we have almost surely 
2 i . 
r((z) z ;I ) = E{r((z)z
1
;I')J I ;z} = 
-00 -<>O -<>O 
(3.180) 
Now it follows from (3.178) that for all x almost surely 
i I i+l i + E{c((z)z ;.!_2) ~;z} ~ c((z)(z )z ;~), (3 .181) 
where _!2 obeys the probability distribution of the second intervention 
state in Az if I"" is the initial (intervention) state. 
If the original initial state x of the Markov process in Az is an 






i I i+l i + E{c((z)z ;.!_2) .!..,;z} !c((z) (z )z ;.!_). 
By taking expectations in (3.182) we find for x ergodic 















E{t(I ;z(I )) Ix ;z} 
-00 -00 
i+l i i I E{c((z) (z )z ;I )-c((z)z ; I ) x;z} 
-00 -00 





Now let x be an arbitrary state. Then the state.!.., will neverthe-
less almost surely be ergodic. Hence, by (3.184) with respect to the 
stationary absolute probability distribution of the Markov process in 
Az with initial state x we find almost surely 
r(z;I )>E{r((z)zi;I ' )II ;z} + 
--00 - ---co --00 
i+l i i E{c((z)(z )z ;I ' )-c((z)z ;I')II ;z} 
-<l0 -<l0 -<l0 
+ (3.185) 
E{t(I ' ·z(I'))II ;z} 
-0., ' ---a, ---co 
where.!,: obeys the stationary absolute probability distribution of 
the Markov process in Az with initial state 1
00
• 




i+l i i I 
{ 









E{c( (z) (zi+l)zi; I' )-c( (z)zi; I') I I ;z} 
---00 --0:, --0:, } 
+ E ------------------1 x;z • (3,186) 
E{t(I';z(I"))II ;z} 
-00 -(X) -00 




i+l i i I 
{
E{c((z) (z )z ;_!.~)-c((z)z ;_!.~) .!_
00
;z} 
E{t(I' ;z (I'))II ;z} 
1 
r(z;x') ~ n 




r(z ;x') + 
I x ;z} (3. 187) 
M +n-1 i+l i i 
1 
o {E{c((z)(z )z ;I')-c((z)z ;I')I I ;z} 
n l E -oo ---oo -oo 
i =M E { t (I ' ; z (I ' )) I I ; z } 
Ix' ;z} . 




+ - L 
n i=M +l 
0 
i 
r(z ;x') + 









+ n E l E { t (.!_~; z (.!_~)) I .!.oo; z } 
I I ; z} 
-oo I x';z}. 
(3,189) 
i 










(dI;x;z )r(z ; I) 
i i i 
k(x;z (x))-r(z ;x)t(x;z (x)) + 
i i 




if ki (i=l,2, ... ) are arbitrary constants and if the x-functions 
c'(zi;x) are defined by 
i def i 
c'(z ;x) c(z ;x) + ki, (3.192) 
i 
then -the set of x-functions {c'(z ;x); i=l,2, ... } also satisfies 
(3.190) and (3.191). 
i i 
Using the functions c'(z ;x) instead of c(z ;x), the strategies 
i+l i 











i r(z ;x ' ) + 
J x' ;z}+ 
I x' ;z}. 
(3.193) 
Now let the constants k . (i=M, ... ,M +n-1) be chosen in such a 
l O 0 
way that 
J E{c' ((z) (zi)zi-l ;_!~)-c' ((z)zi ;~) J.!..,;z} } 









. (i=M +1, ... ,M +n-1) are unambiguously determined by (3.195). 
0 0 




I 1 r(z;x') > 
- n i=M 
0 
i 
r(z ;x') + 
M +n M +n-1 
E{c'((z)(z O )z O ;.!..:,)-c'((z)z 
~ E { E{t(.!..:,;z(!..:,))l.!_;z} + -
Finally, if n ~ 00, 
r(z;x'),!. lim 
n~00 






i r(z ;x') lim 




A new method and some related techniques 
1. Introduction 
The results obtained in the preceding chapters furnish us with a 
new method for solving stochastic m-stage decision problems. Two 
formulations of this method will be described in section 2. 
In some books the theory dealing with problems of this type is 
considered as a part of dynamic programming. In this book, however, 
the term dynamic programming is reserved for techniques treated by 
RICHARD BELLMAN in his book "Dynamic Programming" [3] In section 3 
of this chapter we shall give a brief description of a dynamic pro-
gramming approach to the problems considered in this book. 
Two decision problems of this type have been solved by RONALD 
A. HOWARD Gt] . In section 4 we shall show that his first policy im-
provement technique follows from the second formulation of the new 
method. With respect to his second problem, however, our method leads 
to a technique different from his. 
2. Summary of the new method 
In this section we shall outline the new method for solving 
stochastic m -stage decision problems. We do not pretend that this 
method never fails. But, if the mathematical model has the properties 
mentioned in chapter 1,2 and 3, the method will be effective. These 
properties are sufficient, but not always necessary. 
Now we merely stipulate the properties as stated below. 
The state of the system can be represented by a point of a so-called 
state space. The state space, denoted by X, consists of points of an 
M-dimensional Cartesian space. The decisions can be represented by 
points d of a decision space D. We differentiate between decisions 
called null°-decisions and decisions called interventions. 
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An intervention corresponds to a random transition in the state of 
the system. A nul !-decision "transfers" the system with probability 1 in-
to its present state. Decisions are defined by the probability dis-
tributions of the state into which the system is transferred. 
For each state x of the system we have a set D(x) of feasible 
decisions din D. 
A class of stationary Markov processes in Xis defined; i.e. one 
for each initial state. This class of processes is called the natural 
process. In each particular problem a class Z of strategies z with 
corresponding intervention sets Az in X is given. Each strategy z £ Z 
dictates interventions in states of A and null-decisions elsewhere z 
(d=z(x)). The stopping set A
0 
is defined by 
A 
0 
def (\ A 
Z£Z z 
(4.1) 
To each state x and decision d £ D(x) two random walks, denoted by w
0 
and ~d,can be assigned. During the random walk w
0 
the system is sub-
jected to the natural process having x as initial state. The walk ends 
as soon as the system takes on a state of the stopping set A
0
• At the 
start of the walk wd the system is transferred into a random state~ 
with the probability distribution of d. 
After this transition the system is subjected to the natural process 
d 
having~ as initial state and will end the random walk w as soon as 
it assumes a state of the stopping set A
0
• 
The (x;d)-function k(x;d) represents the difference in expected 
losses incurred during ~d and w
0
• The costs of the decision dare 
included in k(x;d). 
The (x;d)-function t(x;d) represents the difference in expected 
durations of wd and w
0 
If dis a null-decision, we obviously have 
k(x; d) 





If z is the strategy applied and if xis the current state, the 





denoted by pA (A;x;z). 
and 
z 
Further we consider the functional equations 




PA (dI;x;z) r(z;I) 
z 
c(z;x) k(x;z(x)) - r(z;x)t(x;z(x)) + 
1 
PA (dI;x;z) c(z;I). 
z 





In the sequel the x-functions r(z;x) and c(z;x) denote some 
solution of the equations (4.4) and (4.5). 
We now introduce mixed strategies of the following types: 
a) The mixed strategy of the form (za)3b with za and zb EZ, 
dictating 
1) first an intervention in accordance with za; 
2) then interventions in accordance with zb. 
If z' (za)zb, the x-functions r(z' ;x) and c(z' ;x) are defined by 




where~ is the state into which the system is transferred by the de-
cision za(!1 ). 
b) The mixed strategy of the form d•z with z EZ, dictating 
1) the decision din the initial state and 
2) then decisions in accordance with z. 
We define r(d•z;x) and c(d.z;x) by 
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def 
r(d•z;x) E{r(z;x_) Id} (4. 8) 
and 
(d ) def k(x·,d) (d ) t( d) c •z;x - r •z;x x; + 
+ E{c(z;x> Id} ' (4. 9) 
where now x_ obeys the probability distribution corresponding to d. 
The 
and 
c) The mixed strategy of the form Az', where z' is a mixed strate-
gy of the form (za)zb and A is a closed set in X. 
This strategy interdicts any intervention up to (but not in-
cluding) the moment that for the first time a state of A is 
taken on by the system. 
From that time onwards decisions are made in accordance with z'. 
x-functions r(Az' ;x) and c(Az' ;x) are defined by 
r(Az' ;x) 
def 
E {r(z' ;_}') Ix ;A} (4.10) 
def 
c(Az' ;x) E { C ( z ' ;.x) IX ; A} 
' 
(4 .11) 
where x_ obeys the probability distribution of the first state of A 
taken on if xis the initial state. Note that this probability dis-
tribution depends only on the natural process. 
If z' is a mixed strategy (za)zb, the set Az, is defined by 
(4.12) 
Further we consider the class Kz, of all intervention sets A 
satisfying: 
A {xlr(Az';x)<r(z';x)}U 
{xlr(Az' ;x) = r(z' ;x) ;c(Az' ;x) ~ c(z' ;x)} . 
(4.13) 
Obviously, we have Az, E Kz, . 
Next we consider minimizing subsets of the following types: 
a) If z EZ, the minimizing subset Dz(x) of D(x) is defined by 
def 
Dz(x) {did ED(x); r(d•z;x) = min r(d',z;x)}. (4.14) 
d' E D(x) 
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b) The minimizing subset A~ 1~Az' is defined by the intersection 
of all sets A E Kz, . 
Thus 








def * I ,.. * = {z z E Z;r((z )z;x) 
subset z (x) of Z 
z 
inf r((-;)z ;x)} 
zEZ 
d) If z e: Z, the minimizing subset Zz of Z is defined by 
z 
z 





[A] z(x) [ 
Z (x), if X EA. 
def 
null-decisions, if x e:A. (4.18) 
A strategy z
0 
e: Z is called optimal if it satisfies for each x 
r(z ;x) = min r(z;x). 
o ze:Z 
We now consider the following problem: 
11 To determine an optimal strategy z of z". 
0 
(4.19) 
Several approaches are possible for solving this problem. The 
seemingly more simple approaches are in general only practicable in 
the most simple cases, but lead to impracticable problems in more com-
plicated cases. Therefore a number of alternative approaches is des-
cribed, of increasing complexity but also applicable to cases of in-
creasing difficulty. 
First formulation 
I. Preparatory part 
Determine the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d). 
II.Determination of the optimal strategy 
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A. Direct approach 
a) Determine a strategy z that satisfies for each x 
0 
min r(z;x). 
z e: z 













where c(z ;x) satisfies (4.4) and (4.5), while c((z)z ;x) and 
0 0 
Zz are given by (4.7) and (4.17) respectively. 
0 
B. Iterative approach 
If z 0 e:Z is an arbitrary initial strategy and if zi-l is the 
st . th 
strategy obtained at the end of the (i-1) cycle, the 1 cycle 
runs as follows: 
a) function-determination operation 





= t i-1 
z 
1 i-1 i-1 
pA (dI;x;z ) r(z ;I) 
i-1 
z 
i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1 





1 i-1 i-1 
PA (dI;x;z )c(z ;I). 
i-1 
z 
b) strategy improvement routine 




2) Minimize uniformly in x the z-function c((z)z ;x) subject 
to the constraint z e: Z i-l. Select one of the solutions. 
z . 
The selected strategy is denoted by z
1
• 




The second part of the new me thod can also be formulated in a more 
specified way; the complete formulation then becomes as follows: 
Second f9rmulation 
I. Preparatory part 
Determine the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d). 
II.Determination of the optimal strategy 
A. Direct approach 
Determine a strate gy z
0 
that satisfies for each x z
0















where c(z ;x) satisfies (4.4) and (4.5), while c(d•z ;x), D (x) 
0 0 Z 
and A' are given by (4.9), (4.14) and (4.15) respectively. 0 
z 
0 
B. Iterative approach 
If z 0 cZ is an arbitrary initial strategy and if zi-l is the stra-
st . th 
tegy obtained at the end of the (i-1) cycle, the 1 cycle runs 
as follows : 
a) function-determination operation 
Determine a solution of the functional equations 
i-1 I 
r(z ;x) = A i-1 
1 i-1 i-1 




i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1 




A i-1 A 
z z 
i-1 i-1 





b) strategy improvement routine 
1) Detennine for each x the minimizing subset D i-l (x) . 
z 
2) Minimize the d-function c(d,z;x) for each x subject to the 
constraint d £D i-l (x). Select for each x one of the mini-
z 
mizing decisions. The selected decision, d i-l , is chosen 
i-1 i-1 z ;x 




is defined by 
i-1 def 
zl (x) d i-1 (4.27) 
z ;x 
3) Detennine for the strategy z' 







)z the minimizing 
i 
z is the A~ 1 -compressed 
End of the i
th 
cycle. 
Finally, some remarks about the usefulness of this method, 
Let p! (B;x;z) denote the probability distribution of the k
th 
future inte~vention state in Az and let the strategies z £Z have the 
following properties: 
Property A 
1) The functional equations (4.4) and (4.5) have at least one 
solution; 
2) The Markov process in Az has stationary absolute probability 
distributions given by 
PA (B;x;z) lim 
z n .... 
1 n k 
n l pA (B;x;z) ; 
k=l z 
(4.28) 
3) The function r(z;x) is bounded and the expected values of 
c(z;.!_..,) with respect to the stationary absolute probability 
distributions pA (B;x;z) exist. 
z 
It follows from (4.4) that 
1 
r(z·x) = -' n 
n 
L 
k=l t k PA (dI;x;z) r(z;I). z z (4.29) 
Hence, by point 
r(z;x) 
3) and (4.28) 
lim .!. I J 




PA (dI;x;z) r(z;I) 
z 
=t PA (dI;x;z) r(z;I). z 
z 
(4.30) 
Consequently, r(z;x) is constant on simple ergodic sets in A . If x 
z 
is an ergodic state,it follows from (4.5) and (4.30) that 
E{c(z;I )lx;z} = E{k(I ;z(I )) - r(z;x) t(I ;z(I )) lx;z} + 
--0:, --00 --00 --a:) -'O) 




where_!.., has the absolute stationary probability distribution cor-
responding to x. 
We can easily verify that 
E{c(z;.!_..,)lx;z} = E{JA 
1 




By (4.31) and (4.32) 
(4 .33) 













By (4 .30) and (4 .34) we find for an arbitrary x 
r(z;x) 
E {k (!C:,; Z (!C:,)) 1!
00
; Z} 





where !oo has the absolute stationary probability distribution in Az 
corresponding to x and z. The distribution of!: is obtained as fol-
lows: let I" have the absolute stationary distribution in A cor-
-00 Z 
d" t I d b t · t t· I for I then I" becomes I'. respon 1ng o 
00 







Repeating the arguments made in the proof of theorem 8 in chapter 3 
we can demonstrate that, if z
0 
satisfies either (4.20) or (4.23) and 
(4.24), we have for each x 
r(z ;x) = 
0 
min 
Z E Z 
r(z;x). 




1) The strategies z (i=l,2, ... ), yielded by one of the iteration 
procedures, belong to Z; 






3) An integer M
0 
can be found such that for each z E Z, for each 
x EX and for each i > M we have 
- 0 
i i 
r((z)z ;x) ~ r(z ;x). (4 .37) 
Repeating the arguments made in the proof of theorem 10 in chap-
ter 3 we can demonstrate that 
i 
lim r(z ;x) = inf r(z;x). (4.38) 
i -+co Z E Z 
By means of properties A and B, however, we cannot prove that the z-
function r(z;x) is a good criterion for optimality (cf. section 2 of 
chapter 2). Unlike the properties of the mathematical model introduced 
in chapters 1,2 and 3, the properties A and B do not provide us with a 
deeper understanding of the structure of the decision process. But for 
practical purposes this need not always be necessary. 
3. Dynamic programming 
Many stochastic co-stage decision problems can be solved by means 
of dynamic programming. According to BELLMAN ( [3], p.81) the corre-
sponding decision processes have the following features in common: 
a) In each case we have a physical system characterized at any 
stage by a small set of parameters, the state variables; 
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b) At each stage of either process we have a choice of a number of 
1) 
decisions; 
c) The effect of a decision is a transfonnation of the state varia-
bles; 
d) The past history of the system is of no importance in detennin-
ing future actions; 
e) The purpose of the process is to maximize some function of the 
state variables. 
BELLMAN considers an infinite sequence of stages. The state of the 
system at the k
th 
stage is denoted by Ik· At every stage a decision 
is taken. The properties mentioned above imply that at each stage the 
decisionmaker can make as if the process starts at this stage in its 
actual state. 
The set of feasible decisions corresponding to the state I is 
indicated by D(I). If at a stage the state is I and if the decision 
is d, then a loss k(I;d) will be incurred. 
The solution of the stochastic 00 -stage dynamic programming pro-
blem is given by a policy. Quoting BELLMAN (cf. [3] , p.82) : "A policy 
is any rule for making decisions which yields an allowable sequence 
of decisions; and an optimal policy is a policy which maximizes a pre-
assigned function of the final state variables." 
In this fonnulation one of the state variables is the total gain. 
The method is based on the following principle (cf. [3] ,p.83): 
Principle of optimality 
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state 
and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an 
optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first de-
cision. 
In BELLMAN's dynamic programming approach of 00-stage problems 
losses are discounted. Therefore, if a policy z is applied, the ex-
pected value of the loss to be incurred at the n
th 
stage with regard 
th 
to the k stage is given by 
1) Inc, lldi ng the null- decision. 
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n-k 
a E{k(I ;z(I ))IIk;z} ; n=k,k+l, .•. , (4.39) -n -n 
where the discount factor a satisfies O ~ a <1 and z(I ) is the de-
th -n 
cision to be made at then stage. 
If a policy z is applied, let the total expected loss to be in-
curred since the k
th 
decision and discounted with regard to the k
th 
stage be given by f(z;Ik). Hence, for each I
1 
and for each z to be 













Now it follows from the principle of optimality that the optimal 
policy z
0 
satisfies for each I
1 
(4.41) 
The optimal policy z
0 
can be determined from the solution of 
the functional equation (4.41). 
A detailed discussion of the existence and the uniqueness of 
the solution can be found in [3]. 
One of the iteration procedures which may yield the optimal 
policy is closely related to the strategy improvement routines con-
sidered in section 2. This iteration procedure will now be described. 
Determination of the optimal policy (BELLMAN). Iterative approach 
If z 0 e: Z is an arbitrary initial strategy and if zi-l is the 





runs as follows: 
a) function-determination operation 
Determine the solution of the functional equation 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
k(I1 ;z 0 1 ))+ a E {f(z ;.!_2 )1I1 ;z 0 1 )}. 
(4.42) 
b) policy improvement routine 





subject to the constraint d ED(I
1
). In this way we 
find for each I
1 
at least one decisiond.From these decisions we 






then the decision z (I
1
) must be selected. The selected de-
cisions constitute a policy zi 
End of the i
th 
cycle. 
Under certain conditions, the effectiveness of this iteration proce-
dure can be proved (cf. [3] ). 
4. HOWARD's policy improvement methods 
In [4] R,A. HOWARD considers two different types of stochastic 
<»-stage decision problems. Using HOWARD's terminology, we shall form-
ulate these problems and the corresponding solutions. Then, we shall 
show that with respect to these problems methods for solution can 
also be derived from the strategy improvement routines of section 2. 
HOWARD'S first problem 
Let us consider a system that can be in N different states. 
These states are numbered from 1 to N. At equidistant points of time 
e (8=1,2, ... ) decisions can be made. For each state a finite number 
.... 
of feasible decisions are given. Thus, the decisions d, which are 
feasible in at least one state, can also be numbered (d*= 1, ... ,M). 
If the system at e is in the state j and if at that time decision ct* 
is made, then 
a) a loss 
ct* 










system will be in the state h with probability 
ct* 
Pjh = 1). 
h=l 
If to each state of the system one and only one feasible decision 
has been assigned, this relation between states and decisions is 
called a policy. 
It is assumed that, if decisions are made in accordance with a policy, 
the behaviour of the system can be described by means of a Markov 
chain without cyclically moving subsets. 
If j is the initial state of the system and if a given policy is 
applied, then 
ct* d* 
a) we drop the index ct* in p and q · jh j , 
b) the expected loss per stage in the steady state is denoted by 
gj; 
c) the expected loss to be incurred in the first n stages is de-
noted by v . (n) (v . (1) = q .); 
J J J 
d) the value v . is defined by 
J 
(v. (n)-ng . ) . 
J J 
(4.45) 
A policy is called optimal, if it minimizes for each initial 
state j the expected loss g . in the steady state. 
J 
The problem is how to determine an optimal policy. 
HOWARD proves in ~] that an optimal policy can be found by 
means of the following iteration procedure (cf. [4] p.64): 
Determination of the optimal policy (HOWARD I). Iterative approach 
o i-1 
If z is an arbitrary initial policy and if z is the policy 




cycle runs as fol-
lows: 
a) value-determination operation 
i-1 




j=l,2, •.. ,N (4.46) 
and 
j=l,2, ..• ,N (4.47) 
for all vj and gj, by setting the value 
ergodic set zero. 
of one v. in each simple 
J 
b) policy improvement routine 






for each j subject to the constraint ct* ED~. 
J .... 
For each j this yields at least one decision d From these 
decisions we select an arbitrary one with this restriction: 
if for a particular state j the decision dictated by the 
given policy belongs to D; and if in addition to this we 
have * . ( d min q . + 
ct* ED.,_. J 
(4 .50) 
J 
then this decision is chosen. The selected decisions, one 
for each state, constitute a new policy. In the next cycle 
this policy will be the given policy zi. 
End of the cycle. 
It can be proved that an optimal policy will be found after a finite 
number of iterations. For proofs the reader is referred to [4]. 
HOWARD's second problem 
Again a system that can be in N different states (l, ... ,N) is 
considered. Suppose that the decision maker can influence the evolu-
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tion in the state of the system by means of M different actions. 
If the system is at tin the state j and if the action d* is 
undertaken, then 
a) for each unit of time the system is in the state j 
ct* 
a loss r . . 
JJ 
will be incurred; 
ct* 
b) for a transition from state j into state ha loss rjh will be 
incurred; 
c) at t+ At the system will be in state h with probability 
ct* 2 
ajh At + o(At ) (hij). 
If to ea~h state of the system one and only one action has been as-
signed, the relation between states and actions is called a policy. 
It is assumed that, if actions are carried out in accordance with a 
policy, the behaviour of the system can be described by means of a 
Markov process with a continuous time parameter. 
If j is the initial state of the system and if a given policy is 
applied, then 
a) we drop the index 
b) the expected 




* d d in ajh' 
per unit of 
* d* d 
r .. and rjh; JJ 
time in the 
c) the expected loss for the period (O,t] is 
d) the value v . is now defined by 
J 
steady state is de-
denoted by v . (t); 
J 
(4. 51) 
A policy is called optimal, if it minimizes for each initial 
state j the expected loss g . per unit of time in the steady state. 
J 
The problem is how to determine the optimal policy. 
Let us try to solve this problem along the same lines as above. 
To this end we split up the time axis into periods of length At. 
If at the beginning of the interval (t',t'+ At] the system is in the 
state j and if during that interval the decision maker will carry out 
* the action d, then 
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* a) we say that he makes the decision d at t'; 
b) the corresponding loss q~* is given by 
2
) 
d* ct* ct* di 2 
qj = (rjj + hlj ajhrjh) lit+ o(llt ). 
Notation 8: 
d* 
We define now a .. 
d* def 















* d j=l,2, ... ,N ajh ; 




If a given policy is applied, the following relation is obvious 
(cf. (4,46)) : 
g . = l aJ.h lltgh + (1- L aJ.h llt)gj + 
J hij hij 
2 
o(llt ) , (4.55) 
and thus by (4.53) 
0 = l a.h Mgh - I ajh lltgj + o(llt2 ) 
hij J hij 
N 





Further we have (cf. (4.47)) 




+ o(llt ), 
and thus by 
N 
gj - qj I ajh vh. (4 .59) 
h=l 





In the first step of the policy improvement routine correspond-
ing to HOWARD's first problem we had to determine for each j the set 
D~ of decisions ct* which minimize 
J 
(4.48) 














I d 0 (tit)• ajh gh + 
h=l 
(4.62) 
In the second step of the policy improvement routine corresponding to 
HOWARD's first problem we had to minimize for each j 
+ 
* * subject to the constraint d £ D . . 
J 
* * This corresponds to minimizing, with respect to d £ D., 
J 
or 
and thus the minimization of (4.63) is equivalent with that of 





Obviously, the following iteration procedure yields an optimal strate-
gy (cf. [4], p.108): 
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Determination of the optimal policy (HOWARD II). Iterative approach 
0 i-1 
If z is an arbitrary initial policy and if z is the policy 
obtained at the end of th e (i-l )
st 
cycle, the i 
th 
cycle runs as fol-
lows: 
a) value-determination operation 
Use a .hand q _ for a given policy to solve the double set of equa-
J J 
tions (cf. (4.57) and (4.59)) 
N 




gj = qj + I ajh vh j=l,2, .•• ,N (4.67) 
h=l 
for all vj and gj, by s e tting the value of one vj in e a ch simple 
ergodic set to zero. 
b) policy improvement routine 




I ajh gh. 
h=l 
( 4. 68) 
Minimize N Ad* * I d qj + ajh vh 
h=l 
(4.69) 
* * for each j subject to the constraint d c D .. For each j thi s 
J 
* yields at least one action d. From these actions we select an 
arbitrary one with this restriction: if for a particular state 
* j the action dictated by the given policy belongs to D . and if 
J 
in addition to this we have 
v _+g _ 
J J 
= min 





q _ + 
J 
(4. 70) 
this action is chosen. The selected actions, one for each state, 
constitute a new policy zi. In the next cycle this policy will 
be the given policy. 
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End of the cycle. 
It can be proved that an optimal policy will be found after a finite 
number of iterations. For proofs the reader is referred to [4] • 
We shall now demonstrate that HOWARD's first technique can also 
be derived from the second routine of section 2. To this end we intro-
duce a new state variable e. If at HOWARD's equidistant points of time 
8 a ("HOWARD-") decision still has to be made, then e=O, In all other 
cases e denotes the last ("HOWARD-") decision made (e=l, ••• ,M). 
In our model the state space X consists of points x=(j,e) of a 
twodimensional lattice. 
Because in our model decisions are defined by means of the pro-
bability distributions of the state into which the system is transfer-
red, it follows from the construction of X that in our model a "HOWARD"-
decision ct* made in j can be denoted by (j,d*). The (decision-) pro-
bability distribution is now concentrated in the state (j,d*). In our 
model the decision space D consists of points d = (j,d*) of a two 
. 3) 
dimensional lattice. 
We now stipulate that 
a) the sets D(j,e) of feasible decisions d only consist of null-
decisions if eiO; 
b) the strategies z to be considered dictate interventions if e=O. 
Hence, for all z c Z the intervention sets A consist of the states z 
{(j,O); j=l, ••• ,N}. Thus, for all z cz 
A = A • 
Z 0 
(4.71) 
Using HOWARD's notations, but with the applied strategy indicated 
1 
by z, we easily verify that pA (B;x;z), k(x;d) and t(x;d) (cf. section 
z 
2) are given by 
1 
pA ((h,O);(j,O);z) (4.72) 
z 
3) Tnis decision space does not satisfy points 2a and 4 of property 3 in 
chapter 1. With respect to these properties an M x N-dimens iona l Car-
tesian space is needed. In that space th~ end points of the MN unit 
vectors correspond to the decisions (j,d ). 
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k((j ,0}; (j, ct*)) (4, 73) 
and 
t((j,O);(j,d*)) = 1. (4,74) 
It follows from (4,4), (4 .5), (4.46) and (4.47) that the functions 
r(z;x) and c(z;x) (cf, section 2) satisfy the equations 
and 
N 
r(z;(j,0)) = g . (z) = l p .h(z)gh(z) 
J h=l J 
(4,75) 
c(z; (j,0)) V. (z) 
J 





Further it follows from (4.8), (4.9), (4.72), (4,73) and (4,74) that 
the functions r(d•z;x) and c(d•z;x) satisfy the equations 
r((j,d*}z;(j,O)) = 
and 
c( (j, d*)z; (j ,0)) 
N ct* 
l Pjh gh (z) 
h=l 
(4,77) 
( 4, 78) 
The second formul a tion of the new method (p,93) provides us with the 
following iteration procedure: 
I) Preparatory part 
Determine the (x;d)-functions 
k(x;d) and t(x;d). 
These functions are given by (cf.(4,73) and (4,74)) 
Li· 
if ei0 




[ 0 if eio t ((j, e) ; (j, d*)) = 
1 if e=0, 
(4.80) 
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II) Detennination of the optimal strategy 
B. Iterative approach 
0 i-1 
If z £ Z is an arbitrary initial strategy and if z is 




1 cycle runs as ollows: 
a) function-detenninati on operation 
Detennine a solution of the functional equations (cf. 




t i-1 i-1 
l pjh(z )gh(z ) 
h=l 
i-1 





V . (z ) 
J 
i-1 i-1 
q.(z )-g.(z ) + 
J J 
(4.82) 
b) strategy-improvement routine 
~ 
1) Determine for each x=(j,e) the minimizing subset 
D . 
1
(j,e) of decisions d=(j,d*) which minimize (cf. 
1-
z 
(4.77)) N * 
t d i-1 
2) 
l Pjh gh (z ) (4.83) 
h=l 
Minimize the (j,d*)-function (cf. (4.78)) 
ct* N ct* N ct* 
qj I pjh gh (z) + I pjh 
h=l h=l 
for each j subject to the constraint 
Since (4.83) is constant for (j,d*) £ 
replace (4.84) by 
vh(z) (4.84) 
(j, ct*) £ D . l (j, e). 
1-
z 
D i-l(j,e) we may 
z 
(4 .85) 
Select for each (j,e) one of the minimizing decisions. 
If zi-l(j,e) is a minimizing decision, then the selected 









is defined by 
i-1 def 
zl (j,e) d i-1 
z ; (j, e) 
(4.86) 
3) Determine for the strategy z' 




)z the minimizing 
zl 














z zl (4.88) 
Comparing this routine with that of HOWARD for the first problem we 
easily verify that the two techniques are identical, 
We now return to Howard's second problem, First we remark that at 
each point of time an action is going on. 
Without restricting the generality we now add to the description of 
the problem the following two points: 
1) After each alteration in the j-state of the system the de-
cision maker decides whether the running action will be con-
tinued or not; 
2) If j is the actual state of the system, if ct* is the running 
ct* 
action and if hlj ajh==O, then the decision maker decides 
after each unit of time whether the running action will be 
continued or not. 
In order to incorporate these points in the mathematical model we in-· 
troduce an additional state-variable e. 
* Thee-component of the state is equal to d 
* a) if with respect to the present action d and state j we have 
* 
h~j a1h == 0 and if in addition to this the length of the period 
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elapsed since the last decision (cf. points 1 and 2) is less 
than one unit of time; 
* b) if wit~ respect to the present action d and state j we have 
h2j a1h >O and if in addition to this the present action has 
been started or continued after the last alteration in the j-
state of the system. 
Thee-component of the state is equal to 0 
c) if with respect to the present action ct* and state j we have 
ct* 
hjj ajh = 0 and if in addition to this the length of the period 
elapsed since the last decision (cf. points 1 and 2) is larger 
than or equal to one unit of time; 
b) if no decision has been made since the last alteration in the 
state of the system (cf. point 1). 
In our model (cf. section 2) the state space X consists of points 
x=(j,e) of a two-dimensional lattice. 
Since in our model decisions dare defined by means of probability 
distributions of the state into which the system is transferred, it 
follows from the construction of X that a ("Howard"-) action ct* un-
dertaken in j can be denoted by (j,ct*). In our model the decision 
space D consists of a two-dimensional lattice. 
We now stipulate that 
a) the sets D(j,e) of feasible decisions only concist of null-
decisions if eiO; 
b) the strategies z to be considered dictate only interventions 
if e=O (cf. points 1 and 2). 
By a) and b) all intervention sets A consist of the states 
z 
X e: { (j , 0) ; j =l , ... , N } , 






Using HOWARD'S notation but with the applied strategy indicated by z, 





h~j ajh(z) ajh(z)) , if >0 
p! ((j,O);(k,O);z) = 1, if h~j ajh(z) 
0 and if k=j. 
z 
o, if I: ajh(z) 0 and if kij. hij 
(4.90) 
It follows from the formulation of Howard's second problem that the 
length of the period between two successive alterations in the j-state 





-) state and if ct* is the action to carry out, then 
* 
the parameter of this distribution is given by h~j a1h ~ d* 
Consequently, if j is the initial ("Howard"-) state and if hij ajh >0, 
the exp!cted duration of the walk wd (cf. section 2) is equal to 
I: d -1 
(hij ajh) 
If the initial state of the walk w
0 
is given by (j,O), then by 
(4.89) the expected duration of this walk is equal to zero (cf.section 
2). Therefore, we find (cf. section 2) 
t((j,O);(j,d*}) (4,91) 
Obviously, we have t((j,e);(j,d*)) = 0 if eiO. Hence, the function 
t(x;d) has been determined. 
Next we consider the function k(x;d). By (4,89) the expected loss 
to incur during ~o is 
pected loss is given by 
d 
and otherwise by rjj' 
Therefore, we find (cf. section 2) 
k((j ,O); (j ,ct*})= 
th~ ex-
d 
ajh > 0 
(4,92) 
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* Obviously, we have k((j,e);(j,d )) = 0 if eiO. This determines the 
function k(x;d), 
It follows from (4.4), (4,5), (4,90), (4.91) and (4,92) that the 
functions r(z;x) and c(z;x) satisfy 
and 




a.h(z){r.h(z)+c(z;(h,O))}+r .. (z) - r(z;(j,O))], 
J J JJ 
-1 
• (h~j a jh (z)) , if h2j a jh (z) > 0, 
- r(z;(j,O)) + c(z;(j,O)), if h~j ajh(z) = 0, 
(4.94) 
From (4.53) and (4,93) we obtain 
N 
l ajh(z)r(z;(h,O)) = o, 
h=l 
(4,95) 
while by means of (4.54) the equation (4,94) becomes 





It follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that the functions r(d•z;x) and 
c(d.z;x) satisfy 
and 
c ((j, ct*) z; (j, O)) = 
.. 
if E d 
h;tj ajh > 0, 
(4.97) 
ct* . 
r .. -r(z; (J ,o))J. 
JJ ... 
( E d )-l if 'h;tj ajh ' 
ct* 




It follows from (4.57) and (4.59) on the one hand and from (4.95) and 
(4.96) on the other hand that the functions r(z;(j,0)) and c(z;(j,0)) 
can also be represented by g . (z) and v . (z) respectively. 
J J 
So we write 
and 
r(z;(j,0)) g . (z) 
J 




In order to simplify the notations let us introduce the notations 
and 
r ( ( j , d *) z ; (j , 0) ) 
c ( ( j , d *) z j ( j , 0)) 
ct* 
g . (z) 
J 
ct* 




By (4.99) through (4,102) the equations (4.95) through (4.98) become 
... 




V . (z) = 
J 
N 
l ajh(z)gh(z) = 0, 
h=l 






* rh~j a~h gh (z)] (h~j d -1 ajh) , if h~j 
* 
g . (z)' if i: 
d o. 
J hij ajh 









vh (z)-g1 (z)] (h~j 
d -1 
ajh) ' + hij aJh 
* 





= o. (4 .106) rjj-gj(z), hij ajh 
The method, discussed in section 2, provides us with the following 
iteration procedure: 
I, Preparatory part 
Determine the (x;d)-functions k(x;d) and t(x;d). 






o, if eio. 
d* d* 
(hJj ajh rjh + 
a nd if 
* d f O . f [ r j j' i e= and 1 hij 
(4.107) 
(4.108) 
II. Determinati on of the optimal strategy 
B. Iterative approach 
If z 0 £ Z is an arbitrary initial strategy and if zi-l is the 
strategy obtained at the end of the (i-l)
st 
cy cle, the i
th 
cycle runs as follows: 
a) function determination operation 
Determine a solution of the functional equations (cf. 
(4.103) and (4.104)) 
0 (4 .109) 
and 
i-1 
g . (z ) = 
J 
~ i-1 
q . (z ) + 
J 
(4 ,110) 
b) strategy improvement routine 
1) Determine for each (j,0) the minimi z ing s ubs e t 
D. 
1
(j,0) of decisions d=(j,d*) which minimize (cf. 
1-
z 
(4.105)) * d* -1 [Lh5j ·~h i-1 J gh(z ) (hJj ajh) * 
h~j 
d 
if ajh > 0, 
* i-1 
) ' if hij 
d 
g . (z ajh = o. (4.111) J 
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2) Minimize for each (j,O) the function 
ct* 
V . (z) = 
J 
(1.112) 
subject to the constraint de: D i-l (j ,0). Select for each 
(j,e) one of the minimizing de~isions. The selected decision 
i-1 i-1 






is def ined by 
i-1 def 
zl (j,e) d i-1 
z ;(j,e) 
(4 .113) 





ing subset A' of A i-1· z' z
1 












z zl (4,115) 
f th . th l Endo e 1 eye e. 
By comparing the object functions (4,111) and (4,112) with 
(4.68) and (4.69) we can easily verify that this routine is closely 
related to that of HOWARD for the second problem, They lead to the 
same minimum of the expected costs per unit of time in the steady 
state. Each optimum solution of the one is an optimum solution of the 
other and vice versa, 
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